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News In Brief-707—
Westmoreland abandoning suit
NEW YORK '(AP) — Retired Gen. William C. Westmoreland
has abandoned his $120 million libel suit against CBS over a
documentary that accused the Vietnam commander of suppressing information on enemy troop strength, aborting a 4%-monthold trial, according to a-source close to the network.
They just concluded they didn't have any chance of winning,"
the source said of Westmoreland and his lawyers. The decision
came just days before the conclusion of testimony.
The source, speaking on the condition he not be identified, said
lawyers for the two Sides signed a one-paragraph agreement Sunday evening stipulating that the ,case would be irrevocably
dismissed and that CBS would make no apology or payment to
Westrtiorebknd.
In its only apparent concession to the-generat, the network
agreed not to try to force him to pay its court costs and legal fees,
the source said.
Westmoreland, 70, filed his libel suit in 1982 after CBS broadcast a documentary that a
sed him of suppressing information
which would have w
ed .S. leaders in 1967 that the Vietnamese communis force was much larger thaitirthad been
reported.
The documentary,"The Uncounted Enemy: A Vietnam Deception," said Westmoreland insisted that intelligence reports showed no more than 306,000.communist.troops despite indications the
number was in excess of 500,000.
Westmoreland feared higher figures would undermine political
support for the war, the broadcast said.
Westmoreland maintained no information was suppressed and
thaVCBS distorted an honest disagreenient among intelligence
analysts to make it appear he had deliberately misled his
superiors.
Telephone calls to Dan M. Burt, Westmoreland's chief attorney, Were not answered. CBS spokeswoman Iris Raylesberg
said the network would make no comment before a news conference later today.

A large sign points the way to one of Many dealers.

Photos by David Tuck

Is the Used Car Capital of the IV °rid" running out ofgas'?

Hard times for Murray's biggest industry
MURRAY, Ky.(AP) — There
- are. more - car dealers in- -this
town of 15,000 than in many big
cities, but officials in the "Used
Car Capital of the World" are
-_ worried -that their -litggest-Industry may be running out of
gas.
Two years ago, Murray had
More than 200 licensed used car
dealers and 150 paint and body
shops responsible for about 3,500
jobs. But the combined force of a
tighter state ,title -law and a
crackdown on odometer fraud
has caused more than one-third
of them to close their doors.
"The industry has fallen. on
hard times,- said Steve Zea,
vice president of the Chamber of
Commerce. "We've had a whole
lot of dealers leave the state in
the past year."
Auto inspection fees paid to
Calloway County authorities
have plummeted from $72,000 in
1982 to $17,000 last year, Sheriff
David Balentine said. "We used
to do 125 cars a d•
ay "- he said.
"Now we don't do but 10 or 15."
In most towns, a decrease in

Elsewhere...
By The Asiiselakid Prom

FRANKFURT, West Germany — American journalist Jeremy
Levin has returned to the United States after treatment for puncture wounds to his feetsuffered during his flightfrom kidnappers
who held him in Lebanon for 11 months:
'
BANGKOK, Thailand — U.S. Rep. John McCain of Arizona is
returning for the first time since 1973 to Vietnam — where as a
prisoner of war for 5% years he was torturectand almost died.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan Says his frequent vacation trips to his California hideaway are well-deserved and, at his
age, he wonders "how many more years do I have to go to the
ranch" in the rugged mountains overlooking the Pacific Ocean.
WASHINGTON — Colombian narcotics smugglers are believed
to have offered up to $350,000 for the kidnapping of Drug Enforcement Administration chief Francis M. Mullen or another senior
DEA official, according to a spokesman for the agency.
ALBANY, N.Y. — Warren Anderson. the Republican leader of
the state Senate, was governor of New York twice last week.
Democrat,Mario Cuomo hadn't resigned to begin a presidential
campaign. He had simply left the state temporarily. New York
has been without a lieutenant governor to act in Cuomo's absence
since the Feb. 1 resignation-of Alfred DelBello.
Lebanon — Israeli troops reportedly will begin the second
stage of their three-phase• withdrawal from Lebanon in three
weeks. Lebanese President Amin Gemayel hails the initial phase
of pullout — from the port city of Sidon over the weekend — as the
"first step toward the liberation" of south Lebanon.
DENVER — Be it a touch of divine intervention or just good
business,The Padre ReStaurant,run by the Denver area'stargest
Catholie parish, is a secular sucoess. The Disciples are -Sandwiches, the Prodigal Son a hamburger., and the Pontiff
at
$11.95 the most expensive menu item — boneless prime rib.
Today In History
Today is Monday, February 18th, the 49th day of 1985. There
are 316 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History: One hundred years ago — on
Mark Twain's "Adventures of
February 18th, 1885
Huckleberry Finn" was published in the United States -for the
firstlime.(The book had made its debut in Britain and Canada in
December 1884.)
Today's Birthdays.: Guitarist Andres Segovia is 92. Actor Jack
Palance and TV host Bill Cullen are 65. Cosmopolitan editor
Helen Gurley Brown is 63. Actor George Kennedy and Senator
John Warner, R=Va., are 5& Yoko Ono, the vtidow of John Lennon, is 52. Actress Cybill Shepherd is 35. Actor John Travolta is
31. Actor Matt Dillon is 21.
Thought for Today: "The optimist thinks this is-the best of all
.* ert Oppossible worlds, and the pessimist knows it." — J. Rob
penheimer (1904-1967).

•

Several vehicles sit idle at a portion of one used car lot.

(Cont'd on page 9)

Regents reaffirm hoard's pay policy
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Murray State regents reaffirmed the'board's merit pay
policy Saturday.,:but will have
only 16,percent over last year's
pay with which to reward
meritorious effort.
In a 6-3 vote, regents
reinstated the merit pay policy,
which was waived last year,that
up to 25 percent of the total
faculty-staff salary increase be
awarded on -merit. Given the 3
percent -cap on this year's pay
hike, 2.25 percent will be given

to all employees performing
satisfactorily, and .75 percent
according to merit.
The action went against the
recommendation of the Finance
Committee_ancilhe wishesof the -Faculty Senate and Staff Congress, all of whom recommended an across-the-board 3 percent
pay hike. The Dean's Council
recommended inclusion of merit
pay, as did Vice President. or
Academic Affairs Dr. James
Booth. Wendell Lynch, chair of
the Finance -Committee, voted
for the merit component,

although the majority of his , academic. excellence. • ,
committee did not.
Booth said,it is "very -difficult
Regent Bill Beasley,Paducah,
for a university to aspire to excellence without some system
who offered the motion for merit
pay, said he did So because he
whereby we can -reward those
who make significant contribufeels the board should adhere -ró
tions in that direction.''
a standardized poliey, and
because there should be some
Dr. Kenneth Harrell., dean .of
compensation for merit
the College of Humanistic
regardless of how much money
Studies---and Dr. David
is available.
Eldredge, dean of the College of
"The percentage of pay inBusiness and Public Affairs,
crease available I in my opinion
both spoke for the Dean's Counis not a factor," Beasley said. "I
cil in urging a return to tnerit
firmly believe this is pne of
(('ont'd on page 2)
many ways you achieve
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are urged to call 753-1916 bet
ween.6:3a ?.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday iht'ough Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Offictsibtours — 8 am.-S
p.m. Monday thru Friday,
• m.-12 p.m. Saturday

MSU adopts admission standards for 1987
SUNNY
"116

Tonight: Decreasing
- elouds. Lev" 26 te -ack
wind.
Tuesday: S.znny. High in
the mid to uper.40s. Light
wind.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
calls for a slight chance of
showers Thursday. Otherwise
dry with a gradual warming
treird. Highs in the 40s
Wednesday warming into the
50s and.lower 60s by Friday.

eiMMEIM.

By CHARLES HONEY
be adMitted without meeting the
Staff Writer
requirements. "
The new admissions stanPhil Bryan, MSU dean of addards adopted by the Murray
missions, said Monday he
.S_t_fLt
pa_r_d
nIs_ _ _believesany.drop...Went-ailment _
shouldn't significantly _reduce
caused by the standards will inenrollment-, officials believe.
volve students who normally
Regents Saturday approved
drop out after one or two
admissions standards for the semesters anyway. Such
-fall Of 1987, to coincide with the - students must take remediation
implementation date of the
courses that cost the university
Council on Higher Education's - money, he said. By contrait, the
p r e eo liege curriculum
higher admission standards,
guidelines. Graduation from an
along with, the. pre-college curaccredited Kentucky high school
riculum, should produce a morewill no longer be the sole
talented group of students by
qualifkation for in-state
Pm- •
students' entry 'into MSU, and
"I -think this will save the
out-of-state students will also
univ4rsity .money in the long
!ace stiffer requirements.
run." Bran Said. "The overall
The new requirements tie adbenefit pf this would take care or
mission to. completion (A the
any lo'Ss in enrollment."
CHE's pre-cOilege currtculum
The beneficial effetts of the,
and to ACT scores. However, up
pre-college 'cUrriculUm are
tty 20 percent of-the students may
al/wetly showing Up. Bryan add-

they must have a miminum-ACT
ed. This year's MSU freshman
composite of 20, or graduate in
class had a median ATC score of
the top third of their class and
18.9, the highest since 1974.
have an ACT composite of 15.
Dr. Cathy Cole. assistant to
Students can be admitted on the
_President.Kala _Stroup..said_the
basis of SAT scores but must
standards are being issued early
submit ACT scores prior to
enough that high- schools .and
enrollment..
students will have' time to
Upio,20 percent of the applicaprepare for them. She expects
tions may be exemplcrom
the- standards will have "very
ided
• these requirements, as
little" effect oI enrollment.
The standards require com-- by the CHE guidelines. Students
pletion of the pre-college cur-,- who demonstrate "academic
promise or -possess special'
ricultim for in-state Sfudents In
talents" may be admitted into
addition, in-state students must
either an unrestricted or
have an ACT composite score of
at least 15 izirgraduate in the top "preparatory" status. •
Preparatory-status students
half of their high school -class.
may take no more than 13 hours
Students Who haven't-completed
per sethester, and can achieve •
the pre-college turrieblimi must
unrestricted status Own coinhave *a minimum ACT cordPletion of 24 credits with at least •
posite of 18.
Out-of-state students must a 2.0 grade-Ooint average.
also have completed a pre(CeatPd OR page 21
college curriculum. Further,
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sig.:1,1.1SG BEE V% IS ERS .AMED - Pictured above are those five
students who last week were
named winners in the Murray School District's Spelling Bee.
From left. Belinda Lockhart, fourth
grade, fifth place: Matthew Lawson,fifth grade. fourth place; Andrea
Wise. sixth grade,second place;
NIelante Julian. seventh grade, first place; and Mark Miller, eighth grade,
third place. The four winners are flanked from behind I” Ken Farley, representing the Murray
Theaters. and Bill Smith, president elect of the NI urray Education Association.

Two Middle East specialists set
visits to MSU, local community
flip chart and maps in their
A series of appearances are
presentations and such items of
scheduled at Murray State •
interest as native clothing for
University and in the local comboth male and female. jewelry,
munity tor two visiting Middle
• incense, coffee and tea cups in exEast spe-cialists Feb 25-26-27.
plaining the cultural and social
lir Laraine Carter and Jean R.
aspects of life and certain rituals
AbiNader will meet with classes
of the Middle East.
at Murray State and the two local
high schools, present a program
at the Calloway County Public
Library deliver public lectures
Mike Grogan went shopping
and he interviewed on a
:o-minute rad-io program
for a truck last week, and according to the Callotvay County
They will alsc respi>nd to quesSheriff's Department
: he
at ti press conference and be
allegedly took two trucks out for
:he guests of lr Kala M Stroup.
a test drive and never came
umv.ersity president. for dinner
back.
'and the basketball game between
Grogan, of Route 4 Murray,
Murray State and Morehead on
Monday evening. Feb. 25.
was arrested Friday and is beMs. Carter is if lecturer: and
ing held in the Calloway County
con-:ultant and former economic
Ja,i1 facing charges of
unauthorized use of a vehicleand commercial attache for the
American Embassy in Bahrain.
one count, theft by deception
and AbiNader is secretary of the
over $100-one count, theft by
National °Lined on 1- S.-Arab
failure to make required disposiRelations
tion of property over-$100-three
They will use .a film, slides, a
counts, and contempt of court.

A brown-bag luncheon prograin is planned from noon to
1:45 pan. at the library and a lecture and reception at 7:30 p.m. in
the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum on Tuesday, Feb. 26.
Both programs are open to the
public.

Murray man arrested following test drivels)
one count..
The charges stem from two
occasions when Grogan visited
local car dealers Edgar Rhodes
and Kenneth Mohltr. Grogan
allegedly took one truck from
each dealer, on separate occasions, and "took them for a test
drive and kept them," said a
spokesman for the sheriff's
department
The 1977 Dodge four-wheel
drive truck taken from Mohler
Motor Sales and the 1981 Datsun
four-wheel drive truck taken
from Rhodes' car lot have both
since been returned.

pay. The board's departure
from that policy last year meant
certain faculty didn't receive
the standard compensation for
such activities as publishing.
Harrell pointed out. If the policy
is not consistently adhered to,
"it's goinglo create inequities in
salaries that will create morale
problems down the line," Harrell said.
Eldredge said that dropping
merit pay could prompt some
faculty to seek jobs elsewhere,
considering that MSU's pay
levels are lower than those of
comparable universities. Loss of
faculty could jeopardize his college's accreditation, Eldrege
said.
Regents Jim Cooke, Jere McCuiston and Virginia Strohecker
voted against the Merit pay motion. They, along with Faculty
Regent Melvin Henley, had
voted for a previous motion for
an across-the-board increase,
which failed 5-4. Cooke voiced
concern for staff members who
make "poverty-level income"
and will get less than the 4 percent cost-of-living increase.
Dr. Richard Usher, president
of the Faculty Senate, and Joyce
Gordon, president of the Staff
Congress, both said those
organizations support merit pay
but only if the flat raise meets
the cost of living. Usher later
said the board's action is "going
to hurt some people's feelings
for a small amount of money."
Dr. Sal Matarazth, formerly
Faculty Regent, said when the
board implemented the merit
policy it was meant to apply only
to pay hikes above the cost of
living.
President Dr. Kala Stroup
said $608,000 will be available
for pay increases, which would
make a little over $150,000
available for merit.
The board also approved by
consensus, though not by vote, a
proposal by Chairman Richard
Frymire that a--$1.000 -regents'
award for teaching excellence
be given to one teacher from
each college, beginning with this
year's spring cosnmencement.

Frymire's report preceded one
by Regent Irma La Follette,
chair of the Academic Affairs
Committee, in which' she articulated the committa's belief
in. the university's commitment
to academic excellence.

La Follette complimented the
MSU faculty's quality and in.
• with students, and
said the university should strive
to make students "fine citizens
as well as educate them."
Into the next biennium."
The panel's mission statement
includes no target figures for
reducing the more than $900,000
MSU athletic deficit.
In further action, the board:
*Approved renaming the College of Creative Expression as
the College of Fine Arts and
Communication, and approved a
dance minor in the Department
of Speech Communication and
Theatre;
•Autitorized President Stroup
to seek bids for 'II study of campus space utilization and a revision of the campus master plan;
*Reaffirmed, by consensus,
the board's position that a new
Industry and Technology
Building is the school's top
capital construction priority.

Standards...
(C.ont'd from page I)
In other action, the board approved formation of a commission to study MSU's intercollegiate athletics prOgram.
The commission will study the
trole, scope and funding of MSU
athletics, and assess its division
status in the NCAA.
Composition of the commission represents a compromise to
accommodate concerns of the
Faculty Senate and regents.
themselves. Members will be
three students, two faculty, one
academic administrator at the
level of dean or higher, two staff
members. one Alumni AMrcration member, one Racer Club
member, two regents and the
athletic director. Dr. David Perrin, vice president for university
relations and development, will
be an ex-officio member.
Regent Bill Aasley, who will
chair the panel, said it will
deliver its report to the board
May 11. While the board may
have already passed the 1985-86
MSU budget by then, many of
the commission's recommendations may be long-term, Beasley
said.
"Some of these things can't be
implemented overnight," said
Perrin. "Really, what we're
looking for is a statement to go

Murray man
sought by police
Kentucky State Police are currently searching for a Murray
man in connection with an incident of sodomy that allegedly
took place Saturday night.
The man is currently being
sought on two counts of sodomy
and four counts of intimidating a
witness, according to the state
police.
The state police office received a call about the incident at
about 8 a.m. Sunday.

Hubbard seeking information
in Boston bank investigation
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, DMayfield and newly elected
chairman of the House Banking
Committee's General Oversight
and Investigations subcommittee, has requested information
concerning the Bank of Boston's
failure to report $1.2 billion in
cash, transactions with nine
foreign banks, his office announced today.

Hubbard has written a letter
to C. Todd Conover, comptroller
of the currency of the U.S.
Treasury Department, requesting his office provide the
subcommittee with information
on the bank's transactions. Two
of the bank' cash transactions
Involve comp'knies controlled by
organized crime figures, a Hubbard press released stated.

SEARS BIG 6-DAY SALE
Monday Thru Saturday Feb. 18-Feb. 23
VACUUMS-CARPET CLEANERS
31855 Upright Vacuum
34951 Upright Vacuum
3195 Upright Vacuum
34801 Upright Vacuum
22832 Power Mate Vacuum
22973 Power Mate Vacuum
85531 Carpet Cleaner
85731 Carpet Cleaner
MICROWAVE OVENS
88751 1.4 Microwave Oven
88941 1.4 Microwave Oven
88641 1.4 Microwave Oven
88651 1.4 Microwave Oven
WASHER-DRYERS
23827 Washer (toast)
65728 Dryer-Elec. (almond)
65701 Dryer-Elec. (white)
65821 Dryer-Elec. (white)
65828 Dryer-Elec. (almond)
FREEZERS-REFRIGERATORS
15154 15.1 Chest Freezer
13233 23.1 Chest Freezer
63011 10.4 Refrigerator
64641 16.3 Refrigerator
64648 16.3 Refrigerator
64848 18.0 Refrigerator
74841 18.0 Ref. with ice maker
74851 17.7 Ref. with ice maker
73081 19.6 Ref. with ice maker
TELEVISICN-STEREO-VCR
4352 25 in. Console TV
4908 25 in. Console TV
4907 25 in. Console TV
5050 12 in. B and W TV
5004 12 in. B and W TV
91889 Stereo (Compact)
91867 Stereo (Compact)
2129 Sing Along
53091 VCR (Beta)
MISCELLANEOUS
10641 Gas Grill
•
10741 Gas drill
40216 Kerosene Heater (10,000 BTU)
40316 Kerosene Heater (20,000 BTU)

Was $232.99 Now
Was $254.99 Now
Was $249.99 Now
Was $.269.99 Now
Was $199.99 Now
Was $305.99 Now
Was $189.99 Now
Was $230.99 Now

$99.99
$124.99
$149.99
$189.99
$119.99
$179.99
$99.99
$169.99

Was
Was
Was
Was

Now
Now
Now
Now

$299.99
$399.99
$299.99
$279.99

Was $539.99 Now
Was $379.99 Now
Was $369.99 Now
' Was $429.99 Now
Was $439.99 Now

$429.99
$299.99
$299.99
$319.99
$329.99

Was $454.99 Now
Was $539.99 Now
Was $439.99 Now
• Was $614.99 Now
Was $624.99 Now
Was $674.99 Now
Was $794.99 Now
Was $829.99 Now
Was $929.99 Now

$354.99
$399.99
$339.99
$499.99
$504.99
$554.99
$649.99
$679.99
$739.99

$429.99
$598.99
$408.99
$379.99

Was $609.99 Now $489.99
.Was $599.99 Now $499.99
Was $607.99 Now $499.99
Was $119.99 Now $71.99
Was $75.99 Now $59.99
Was $454.99 Now $289.99
Was $254.99 Now $169.99
VVas $254.99 Now $169.99
Was $324.99 Now $239.99
Wai $289.99
Was-$309.99
Was $124.99
$134.99

Now
Wow
Now
Now

"NEW" NEWS ANCHORS - Announcers for Murray State University's "Newscenter 11" campus television newscast prepare for the taping of another segment of the show. They are (left to right) senior sports
anchor Lou Zimmerman, Murray; freshman news anchor Larry Darnell, Cadiz; and senior news anchor Susan Edwards, Paducah. These students, alternating with another team of anchors, broadcast
the news Monday and Wednesday on the program's Monday-through-Thursday schedule.

`Newscenter 11' selects announcers
for the spring semester at university
"Newscenter 11." the catnpus
television newscast produced by
the Department of Journalism
and Radio-Television at Murray
State University, has selected its
announcers for the spring
semester.
"We had a very tough time
choosing anchors this semester,'
said instructor John Dillon
"Many, many talented people
tried out."
The newest news anchors are
sophomore Allison Marshall,
Murray, and freshman Larry
Darnell, Cadiz. They will be
working with junior Don Brown,
Murray. and senior Susan Edwards, Paducah.

Senior Jana Moore, Paducah,
will anchor the weather, along
with
sophomore
Anthony
Peoples, Mayfield.
Senior Lou Zimmer-man, Murray, is the new sports anchor. He
will work with senior sports
director
Randy
Reeves.
Mayfield.
Jim Moody, a graduate assistant, said the station now reaches
Mayfield, which added the
university's station to its cable
system.
Locally originated- shows will
continue at the station, in addition to the Monday-throughThursday newscast. "Spotlight'
is a feature show similar-to 'PM
Magazine,"' said Moody. The

show covers people and events in
the Jackson Purchase area.
"Hoofbeats" will continue this
semester with various campus
sports features, as will "The Bud
Childers Show" featuring Lady
Racer basketball and other
women's sports.
"Music Visions," a music video
show, will air entertainment
news and concert dates for the
Murray/Mayfield area.
"Newscenter 11" and the other
programs are written, directed
and produced by journalism radio-TV students. The department hopes this experience Will
help the students in the job
market after graduation.

$189.99
$199.99
$89.99
$99.99

QUANITIES LIMITED - DISPLAY
MERCHANDISE ONLY
PRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING AND
NORMAL DELIVERY ON APPLIANACES
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"NEW" NEWS ANCHORS - Announcers for Murray State University's "Newseenter 11" campus televt%ion newscast prepafe for the taping of another segment of the show. They are (left to right) senior sports
director Randy Reeves, Mayfield; junior news anchor Don Brown, Murray; sophmore newsanchor Allison
Marshall. Murray; and sophomore weather ancher Anthony Peoples, Mayfield. These students, alternating with another team of anchors, broadcast the news Tuesday and Thursday on the program's
Monday -though Thursday schedule.
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royko says

by mike royko

A new ambassador
Finding a worthy successor
to U.N. Ambassador Jeane
Kirkpatrick' could not have
been easy. Few appointed to
that inherently frustrating
post have'performed as effectively as the Georgetown professor, now returning to the
university after four distinguished years at the United
Nations. But if Jeane Kirkpatrick had to leave, it is difficult to think of anyone more
qualified to take over than the
diplomat President Reagan
has nominated — retired
Army Lt. Gen. Vernon
Walters.
Gen. Walters genuinely deserves the accolade of renaissance man. During the course
of a 34-year military career,
he rose from private to threestar general. He mastered
eight languages and served as
personal interpretet to four
presidents. As deputy director
of the Central Intelligence
Agency in 1972, he rebuffed efforts by the Nixon White
House to use the CIA in stopping the FBI's investigation of
Watergate.
Four years ago, Mr. Reagan
conferred on Gen. Walters the
title of ambassador-at-large
and began employing him as
the administration's chief diplomatic troubleshooter. Since
then, Gen. Walters has tray-

eled perhaps 1 million miles
on countless missions, many
of them unpublicized if not secret and most of them difficult. Why else send a troubleshooter?
Naturally, this accumulation of diplomatic experience
should prove priceless to Gen.
Walters, and to the country, as
he takes on the immense challenge of defending American
interests within an often-hostile United Nations.
Some administrations in the
past have tended to regard the
U.N. post as little more than
an attractive patronage plum.
But Daniel Patrick Moynihan
during the mid-1970s and then
Mrs. Kirkpatrick during the
first four years of the Reagan
administration demonstrated
just how much serious diplomacy could be accomplished
by the U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations.
Instinct and experience
may incline Gen. Walters
toward a less-visible, less-provocative style of diplomacy
than that favored by Ambassador Kirkpatrick and Mr.
Moynihan. Our guess is that
Gen. Walters will be every bit
as effective in his own. manner; a judgment we trust. will
be shared enthusiastically by
the Senate as it considers his
nomination.

Oh, pops, you done us proud
The cops grabbed Pops Panczko the other day. The silly old
geezer was messing around with
a jewelry salesman's car. Imagine that — at age 66, he's still
out there on a cold day stealing.
It just shows what pride can do.
That's right, I said pride. Some
people probably assume that
Pops — who was once Chicago's
best-known thief — steals simply for profit.
Well, that's part of it, of course.
Everything Pops has stolen in his
long
career
was
worth
something. The man is, after all,
a professional.
But there's been more to it.
There was his pride as a steady
workman. Since he was a young
man growing up during the Great
Depression, he's believed in getting up every day, washing his
face, shaving and going out into
the city to steal something.
On slow days, it might have
been only a crate of onions. On
better days, it might bea rack of
fur coats or a tray of diamond
rings.
You don't get yourself pinched
more than 1,000 times, by Pops
own estimate, if you are finicky.
Nor do you earn'enough money to
pay lawyers to keep you out on
the street working.
And there was pride that went
beyond that of the working thief.
It' was a pride-that kept him from
going legit when he had - the
chance.
"Yes. Pops once had a chance to
become a celebrity, a. literary
figure, a darling of talk shows. He
could have made Donahue. Or at
least Kup's Show. But he rejected
it.

The chance came about 12 got him for also using slugs to
years ago and this is the story.
make long distance calls and ha.
I was having a beer with a
stood trial.
visiting book editor from New
During a recess in the trial, his
York. He happened to have read
lawyer had to phone his office,
a newspaper story about Pops be- "You got any change?" he asked
ing arrested in Chicago for stealPops. "No," Pops said, offering
ing a truckload of lawn mowers, him a handful of slugs, "but
or something like that. And he
these'll work."
-asked me about it.
"My goodness," the New York
"Oh, that's not unusual," I told
editor said, "the man soundslike
hinl. "Pops' brother, Butch, was
a complete incompetent."
once grabbed for stealing a ce"Well, I guess he is in a way.
ment mixer out in the suburbs.
All the Panczkos were. They
He was driving it back to Hum would plan. great heists, then
bold Park on the Edens Exthey'd tell everybody in the
pressway."
_saloon about it, and somebody
"Did he go to prison?" the book
would stool to the cops and they'd
editor asked.
usually be waiting."
"No, he beat the rap, but I think
"Do you know Pops?"
they got him for driving the ce"Sure. For years. We came
ment mixer while under the infrom the same neighborhood."
fluence."
And so the editor offered the
Do they always do things like
deal. A book contract for Pops
that?
life story. He said it would be a
"Well, Peanuts, another
cinch for a movie sale. And
brother, once did a jewelry heist
maybe a TV spinoff. Pops would
in Florida and tried to escape by
make a fortune.
speedboat. But his gang forgot to
A few days later. I was in the
untie the lines and they never left
office of Pops' lawyer. He almost
the pier."
salivated when I told him how
• The New York editor was inmuch the New York publisher
trigued..So I told him about the
was willing to advance Pops.
time Pops was caught inside a
"It would take him five years
jewelry store at about two in the
to steal that much," the lawyer
morning. He told the jury that he
said.
had a need to go to the bathroom
I told him that was just for the
and the door of the store was
hard-cover book. The paperback
open. The jury-was impressed
rights, the movie deal and the TV
that Pops was too gentlemanly to
deal would bring.t_much more.
relieve himself on the street, so
"My God." the lawyer said,
they set him-free.
"Pops can finally pay me."
Then there was the slugs caper.
When Pops came in, carrying
Pops found that he could use
an armload of briefcases he had
slugs in almost any vending
just lifted from a delivery truck
machipe. And many of them
downstairs, I told him about the
would give change. But the FBI
offer.

looking back
Ten years ago
Navy Airman Recruit Kenny
M. Hargrove, son • of Mr. and
Mrs. Marcus G. Hargrove,
graduated from recruit training
at Naval- Training Center,
Orlando, Fla. He has been
assigned to Aviation Fire Control Technician School, Millington, Tenn.
Terry Keith Alexander, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Alexander,
has been promoted to Aviation
Ordnanceman Third Class while
serving aboard the USS
Roosevelt in the Mediterranean
Sea area.
Martha McKinney, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John McKinney
and senior at Murray High
School, was presented the Good
Citizen Medal by Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution at the annual
Washington's Birthday luncheon
at the Murray Woman's Club
House. She also was named winner of the award for the Kentucky DAR.
Nand C. Peterson, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Clell T. Peterson, has been employed as-public relations director of
Calloway County.
Twenty years ago
Dr. John Quertermous, Murray, legislative chairman for the
Kentucky Medical Association,
Is one of about 15 Kentucky doe.
_tam now in Washington, D.C., to
talk about pending legislation including MedicaTe. with the
state's congressmen.
Margaret Ruth Crider,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Crider and junior at Murray
State University, has been
selected as summer missionary
to Hawaii representing the Baptist Student Union.
Ruth Lassiter, financial
secretary of Woodmen Grove
126, Murray, was selected by
members as the most active and
helpful member during 1964.
Betty Purcell, Judy Parker
and Bobbie Garrison had high
Individual games in Dillar or

Dollar Bowling League.
Grapefruit Is listed as selling
for five-cents each in the ad for
Jim Adams IGA this week.
Thirty years ago
Airman First Class James S.
Klapp, son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp, is expected to be
discharged soon after serving
four years in the Armed Forces.
He has been stationed at
Lakenheath Air Force Base,
England.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Herndon
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Garrison.
Miss Katie I. Martin and Quitman Overcast were married
Feb. 12 at the Trinity Methodist
Church, Corinth, Miss.
Prof. and Mrs. Robert Haar
presented a musical program at
a meeting of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
The Rev. Harold Lassiter is
pastor of North Fork Baptist
Church.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — If you
thought Washington's birthday
was the only national observance this week, check again
'and pencil this one on your
calendar: National Engineers'
Week.
It's one of dozens of special
weeks, days and months set
aside each year by Congress and
the president — and largely ignored by the public.
There are days and weeks
honoring black history, grandparents. eye donors and ice
cream. But when it came to
mules, muffins and-tap dancing,
Rep. Dave McCurdy, D-Okla.,
decided enough was enough.
McCurdy is the sponsor of a
bill to set up an 11-member,
presidentially appointed advisory commission that would
sift through each year's batch of
offerings and recommend which
causes should warrant national
attention.
Over 300 commemorative bills
were introduced In the last'session of Congress and this session
promises to be just as active,
McCurdy said
"I don't want to diminish the
significance of each of these
commemorative requests. In
fact, there are some like National Child Abusg, Prevention
Month which haM extremely
good intentions." McCurdy said.

by tom raum
But, he added, a "common
Rep. Jim Cooper, D.Tenn.,
sense approach" seems needed.
has introduced a bill to
Rep. Bob Edgar. D-Pa., a
designate the week of Oct. 26.
sponsor of the measure that
1985, as "National Mule Apdesignated Feb. 17-23, 1985, as
preciation Week." He's been ac"National Engineers' Week."
tively seeking co-sponsors.
told colleagues that "every form
"We've received over a dozen
of transportation except
phone calls on mule appreciaanimals and our own legs is a' tion week. He (Cooper) has realproduct of engineering."
ly going after that thing." said
No member of Congress has Steve Patterson, a aide to
yet come proposing a day honorMcCurdy.
ing human legs, but a measure
It costs taxpayers about
saluting that familiar fourS300,000 a year to have Congress
legged beast of burden — the
print and process all the remule — is gaining considerable
quests for special observances:
attention.
Patterson said.

letter to the editor
who despise its use go? As far as
To The Editor,
revenue from the sale goes. 'not
Regarding the question of
one community voted wet has
voting Murray wet. Both Dr
realized enough revenue tO cover
Green and Wayne Williams made
the extra cost of inforcement.
an excellent presentation regarmedical attention. broken homes.
ding this matter. Regarding Ms.
etc.
Darnall's letter of Feb. 14
I hope each of us in this comEverytime a qijestion regarding
munity will give this question
immoral, degrading or antivery serious thought. Yes the ofChristian behavior came up the
first remark made is that the do- . ficials can do a better job of enforcement, they neep very much
gooders Are trying to force their
our support And help.
values on everyone else. Have
•
they ei'er thoughrof it in the,other
Roy Harmon,
direction. They are free to go
'1713 Melrose
iardas the state line tci drink if
Murray, Ky. 42071
they so choose but where can we
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"All I have to do is talk to you
about my work?" he said.
"That's all. We'll use a tape
recorder, and I'll do the rest."
"And I'll get rich?" Pops
asked.
— You'll wow'em in New York
and Hollywood,"
"I'll do it." Pops said.
We shook on the deal. And Pops
pulled up his coat sleeve, showing
an arm with a dozen watches,
and said: "Here, take one."
But a week later we met and he
said: "I can't do it
"Why not?"
"My sister doesn't want me to.
And I think she's right."
"What did she say"
"She said it would embarrass
the family. It would ruin the
name."
So. that's why Pop is still out
there, eyeing a salesman's car or
a crate of onions.
-And the next time ydu read
some, movie star's shameless
book about her six marriages and
138 affairs-, think of Pops and his
pride.
But remember to lock your car.

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and sok e problems. if
you'have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns.
write to Heartline. I
East
Dayton St., %lest Alexandria.
Ohio 45381. l'ou will receive a
prompt reply.'but you must include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.

HE ARTLINE : Can you explain
to me what the difference between hospital care and hospice
care for the terminally ill are?
D.B.
ANSWER Many readers will
by now have heard of the concept
of "hospices" — an alternative
care method for terminally ill patients. A hospice 18 most often not
a free standing building, a wing
of a hospital or a part of a nursing home. It is more appropriately thought of as a method of care.
Indeed hospice care is, whenever
possible, carried out in the patient's own dwelling. Its essential
ingredient — and the one that differentiates it most from other
care for the dying — is a relaxed,
supportive and natural environment, preferably in familiar
surroundings.
Hospice care is designed to be
the opposite of the final stages of
illness when the patient is a
hospital might be a mass of
tubes, oxygen masks and other
life support systems which could
render communication with loved ones difficult or impossible
and dignity of dying almost
nonexistent It thus implies a rejection of various "heroic'. and
last ditch medical techniques
designed to prolong life a little
longer.
The gain is death and the final
months before death in a more
pleasant noninstaUtional environment with closer access to family. fri.eads and other familiar
things. such as the family pet
Even actual hospice facilities
stress cheerful decor. plants, non
uniformed personnel, snacks at
any hour. unlimited visiting
hours and a non -regimented
residential atmosphere The intent is to promote peace on mitad.
an opportunity to compose final
thoughts. contact with loved ones
and living as v. ell as possible tip
to the last possible. moment
Medically. the emphasis is on
keeping the patient comfortable
rather than continuing treatment
of the disease This frequently involves a regular routine of pain
killing drugs I rather than waiting
for pain to strike and even drugs
to counteract depression
._. Admission _to_ .a_tiosuice pro..
gram is generally contingent on
a written statement from the patient's doctor that life expectancy is six month -or--less With
customary medical supervision
from a 1-ipecialist
unlikely
that, should hope appear, there
will be a failure to commence or
recommence suitable curative
•
treatment.
The average 1Prigth of patient
care in a hospice program is said
to be 75-$0 days. Sometimes home
care, if that is the method being
employed, is interspersed with an'
occasional short hospice facility.
stay. This is often primarily to
give family Mernbe.
rs a brief
respite from the patient's care
demands.
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Snow on ground brings memories
•
By ESTELLE
SPICELAND
On a day when the
frozen ground is
covered with snow and
we are isolated, we need
the following verse:
"God grant me the
serenity
To accept the things I
cannot change,
Courage to change the
things I can
And wisdom to know
the difference."
I cannot change the
weather, but I could sit
before the television on
a Sunday as Billy
Graham preached ‘at
Washington Cathedral
the pre-inaugural sermon and I could be
thankful for a National
Prayer Service.
I could not erase the
heartache of the
knowledge that a dear
cousin. Mrs. Jewel
Outland, lay in a funeral

1

home as I listened. She
had *Iked to me from
her hospital room
earlier and was so happy to be coming home
where she died soon
after.
It is so sad to continue
marking off names in
my address book and
telephone directory and
know that old homes
here no longer hold loved ones.
But Heaven is dearer
because roved ones are
there.
The snow-bound days
- recently renewed
memories of my
childhood when our
father woulid„,.roll big
back logs to the porch,
then lift them into the
fireplace. He lived to'Ve
near 98, with few comforts, even lost one
finger in a sorghum
mill.

I wish hardiness could
be inherited.
Now when electricity
fails we are panic
stricken.
Rainey Lovins had no
time this frigid weather
for celebrating his 70th
birthday or recent wedding. There were constant calls about frozen
water pipes.
Water froze in buckets
on the hearth long ago.
A fond remembrance
now of cold weather in
the little house across
the
.river was the
coziness of our little
room where an iron tea
kettle of water kept vigil
by the fireplace, night
and day. I still have that
tea kettle, reminding
me of past happiness.
If only "old heads"
could be put on young
shoulders. We older
ones could tell young
marrieds how very

unimportant are the expensive luxuries of
today.
Faithfulness, loyalty
and dependability are
the foundations for a life
time companionship.
As we venture into
1985 an old poem says
for me:
"I wish there were
some wonderful place
Called the Land of
Beginning again
•
Where all the
mistakes and all the
heartaches
Could be dropped like
a shabby old coat at the
door
And never put on
again.
Then what had been
hardest, we'd know had
been best.
And what seemed
Joss, then, was gain."
May we, facing life's
sorrows, find the last
two lines true.

Quilt Lavers Club plans activities
"Techniques in Applique' will be the
presented program to
Quilt Lovers Club on
Tuesday, Feb. 19, at 6
p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
The applique lesson
will demonstrate applique stitch, cutting and

45, II 25
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applying designs on
fabric, reverse applique
technique. Phyliss
Miller will present the
program.
The Quilt Lovers are
planning a quilting project for 1985. Persons interested in learning
heirloom techniques of
quilting will be asked to
contribute $5 per year
for membership dues.
The money will be used for supplies and patterns. Other contributions of time and financing may be requested
during the year. Anyone
interested in quilts and
quilting as an art form
is encouraged to
participate.
During 1985 programs
will be presented on the

The Calloway Middle and placing third was
School Speech Team Trigg County Ninth
won the Murray Grade was 41 points.
Regional Speech TourCalloway Middle placnament held Friday and ed 26 for the state comSaturday at Murray petition which will be
State University.
April 5 and 6 in
The team placed first Lexington.
with 92 sweepstakes
Individual winners
points. Placing second were as follows:
was Crittendon County
• Broadcasting Middle with 55 points Shane Black and Shawn
ogypPf..
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EDDIE MURPHY
is on vacation

Bel Air Center
We are pleased
to announce that
Regina
Morris,
bride-elect of Mark
Hudgens, has made
her selections from
our bridal registry
decorative
for
accessories.
,
Regina and Mark
will be married
411
March 7.
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The 6 to 6:30 p.m.
period is set aside at
each meeting to show
and enjoy quilts that
members share. The
6:30 to 7:30p.m. time is
programtime. This is to
allow people who work
late to be in attendance.
Quilt Lovers needs artista, seamstresses,
designers, homemakers
and craftsmen to help
improve our art of.
quilting, a spokesman
said. Interested persons
are urged to participate
in the 1985 year of
programs.

The first general
assembly of the United
Nations convened in
London in 1946.
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Murray, Kentucky

fundraising drive with a Gala Event. On February 22, 1985 from
8 p.m. to 12 midnight at the Curris Center Ball Room, Murray State University
, the Dan Steele Band will
be playing for all the Community Theatre supporters.
Not only dancing can be enjoyed, but good food and beverages will
add to your pleasure.
However the Piece de Resistance of the evening will boa Silent Auction
for your participation with ;nervy vaitiable•worits ot art donated-by our area artists
and craftsmen.
Please make your reservations early (coupon below) for a table
of as many people as
you care to have in your party — THE MORE THE MERRIER.
Support us and enjoy a lovely evening,
,_
•
Helen Foley, Chairman;•Funding Committe
e
Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre
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Cardinal 'Drive. Covers Mrs. Ramona Eaker
were laid for 29 and Mrs. Glenda
thembers of the wed- Workman. Fifteen perding party'. Hostesses sons were present.
were Mrs. Cary Miller,
A coffee was held at
Miss Amy Miller, Mrs.
Kenneth Smith, Mrs. the home of Mrs. Lloyd
Sherry Mohon and Mrs. Boyd. Other hostesses
were Mrs. A.L. Hough,
Alan Smith.
Mrs. A.G. Wilson, Mrs.
personal shower Harry U. Whayne, Mrs.
A
was held at the home of - Richard Orr and .Mrs.
Mrs. Becky Eaker. Don Story. Forty per.
Other hostesses were sons called.

A shower was given
by the ladies of the
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Hostesses were Karen
Bolls, Peggy Carraway,
Hazel Broach, Ruth
Blackwood, Susan
Fisher, Lisa Fielder,
Fern Smith,. Judy
Ainley, Burlene Brewer
and Karen Dale. Thirtyfive persons were
present.

Check the Classifieds Daily

42071

C Phip."
Dear Friend,
Execut..e0a0ctor
DON'T MISS THE DANCE OF THE YEAR! The Community
Theatre is kicking off their
1985

ear aiNils•

MI

Wedhorn.
• Duo Acting - Betsy
Whitfield and Laura
Jones, Debbie Mott and
Gina Harris, and Beth
Boaz and.Stacey Parks.
• Extemporaneous
Speaking - Stephen
Lovett.
• Interpretation of
Literature - Shawn
Wedhorn, Scottie Rice
and Kellye Geurin.
• Lincoln-Douglas
Debate - Amy Helm.
•Monologue - Laura
Jones. Debbie Mott and
Gina Harris.
• Poetry - Beth
Haley and Valerie
Barnett..
'• Prose - Lisa
Cleaver, Karen Dale
and Kellye Geurin.
• Public Speaking Yancey Huie, Kim
Shelton and Marilyn
Partak.
• Storytelling Patrick Orr, Scottie
Rice and Tina Barrow.
Patricia Lassiter is
coach and Elizabeth
REGIONAL WINNER - Members of the Calloway Middle School Speech Team won the
Regional
Douglas is assistant . Speech Tournament held Friday and Saturday at Murray State University
. The team placed first with
coach for the team.
92 sweepstakes points.

•

C

Miss Scarlet Dawn
Grimes and David
Woods Hopkins were
married on Saturday.
Jan. 5, at the First
Christian Church.
John Dale officiated.
Music was presented by
Miss Julie Baker.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Grimes of
Puryear, Tenn.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Van Dyke
and of Mrs. Paul
Galloway and the late
Mr. Galloway.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
H. Hopkins of Murray.
Grandparents of the
groom are Mrs. Zeffie
Woods and the late Gernie Woods and Mr. and
Mrs. Davy Hopkins and
the late Mrs. Beatrice
Hopkins.
Miss Barbie Canter
served as maid of honor.
Miss Lori Caldwell and
Mrs. Glenda Workman
were bridesmaids.
The flower girls were
Lindsey, Courtney and
Lacy Cavitt.
The groom chose
Scott Orr as best man.
Robert Hopkins, Jr.,
brother of the groom,
and Gene Thurman
served as groomsmen
and ushers.
Following the
ceremony both the bride
and groom presented
long stemmed white
roses to their mothers.
A reception followed
in the parlor of the
church.
Serving were Miss
Lee Ann Stee1y/6'AL Mrs.
Becky Eaker, Mrs.
Marilyn Miller and Miss
Amy Miller.
Several bridal events
have been given in
honor of the couple.
The rehearsal dinner
was held at the home of
the groom's parents on

Calloway Middle Speech Team wins first place in tournament

...where
reputations
are earned.
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Ifirst
•
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following subjects:
B Strip Quilting; Continuous Bias and Binding Application; Color
and its Use in Design;
Enlarging Patterns and
Creating Design; Antique Toy Reproductions;
Lap Quilting; Curved
Line Quilt Pattern Cons t ru c tion; Sewing
Machine Applique;
Christmas Quuilt and
Decorations; Slide Show
Presentations; Prize
Winning Quilt Making.
Anyone interested in
quilting is encouraged
to attend the public
meetings. Those in attendance at each
meeting bring many
Rein§ of quilting and
needlecraft to share
with everyone.

Grimes-Hopkins vows solemnized

Admission S20.00 per couple
($ 15.00 tax deductible)
410.00 single
($7.50 tax deductible)

(Include names to avoid duplication)
Make checks peyable to Cornmunky Theatre/and mall to P.O. las 952, Murray, Kentucky 42071. or phone 759
1752.
753-0503, 753-1285 for further information: Make Reservations on or before February 20.
Tickets ny111 be returned to you iri person or by mall immediately.

Our Problem Is Your .Big Break
New Spring Merchandise Arriving Daily.
And We Still Have Too Much Fall Stuff Left
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Racks Pants & Jeans
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Big $10 Rack
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March wedding planned by couple
Mr. and Mrs. James
D. Harrison of Kirksey
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Dianna Gail,
to Mitchell Garland
Phillips, son of William
Phillips and the late
-Mrs. Kay Phillips.
Miss Harrison is the
granddaughter of the
Rev. and Mrs. Wade
Harrison, of Mrs. Glen
Adams and the late
Robert (Bob) Adams.
_The bride-elect is a
graduate of Calloway
County High School.
Mr. Phillips is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Darnall
and the great-grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Thompson.
The groom-elect, a
graduate of Marshall
County High School, is
presently employed by
Marshall County Soil
Improvement
Association.
The wedding will be
Dianna Gail Harrison and
solemnized on Saturday, March 23, at 6 p.m.
Mitchell Garland Phillips to marry
at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
In the Fellowship Hall of
All friends and attend. Only out-of-town
A reception will follow the church.
relatives are invited to invitations will be sent.

Corning community eveirits annotillced—
Monday,Feb. 18
Murray Chapter of
Professional
Secretaries International will meet at 7
p.m. at Commerce
Centre.
————
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have an open
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at
the club.
• Art exhibit by black
students will be on
display in Mason
Galery, Hart Hall, Murray State University.
————
"Frankenstein" and
"Little Caesar" are
movies to be shown at 7
and 8:15 p.m. respectively in Room 208,
'Murray
Facultyi
State University, as
part of International
Film Festival.
____ •
Community Theatre
will hold auditions for
its dinner theatre shows
from 7 to 9 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library. For information call 759-1752.
•————
Murray Lodge No. 105
F.& A.M. will have a
potluck supper at 6:30
p.m. and work in Master
Mason Degree at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Tuesday, Feb. 19
Senior Adults of First
Baptist Church will
have a potluck luncheon
at noon in the
Fellowship Hall.
————
Movie, "Frankenstein," will be shown free
at 12:30 p.m. in Room
208, Faculty Hall, Murray State University, as
part of International
Film Festival.

Tuesday,Feb. 19
checks' will be given
from noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day
Adventist Church.
————
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the club house.
————
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
Murray-Calloway
County League of
Women Voters will hold
a community program
on the "Status of Environmental Legislation" at 7:30 p.m. in
Arts Annex of Calloway
Pitblic.Library..For information call 753-0532.
————
Murray Christian
Women's Club will have
a "Heart Warming"
luncheon at noon at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
————
The Single Connection
will meet at 6 p.m. at
Peoples Bank, North
12th and Chestnut, to
carpool to Trinity
Center, Paducah, for
special program.
————
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
762-2504_
————
Stephen ,amd Ellie
Brown will present a
free duo-piano recital at
8 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,

Tuesday,Feb. 19
Murray State
University.
————
Kier, singer, will present a free concert at 8
p.m. in the Stables
Lounge, Curris Center,
Murray State
University.
————
Trustee meeting
be held ,by Murray
Eagles Aerie 4071.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
Story Hours will be at
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
at Calloway Public
Library.
Mothers' Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
————
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter-Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Quilt Lovers will meet
at 6 p.m. at Calloway.
Public Library.
————
Oratorical Contest,
sponsored by Murray
Optimist Club, will be at
6:30 p.m. In Special
Edtication Building,
-Murray State
University.
————

Wednesday,Feb. 20
Mission study on the
book of Ephesians will
be at 9:30 a.m. at Hazel
United Methodist
Church.
(ConPd on page 6)
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Miss Lynda Ann
Guthrie of Rt. 1, Hazel
and Stephen Lee
Holland of Huntsville,
Ala, were married in a
double ring ceremony
on Dec. 22 at the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
The Rev. Paul
McAdoo officiated.
Beverly Paschall of
Dallas, Texas, cousin of
the bride, was the
pianist.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles H.
Guthrie, Rt. 1, Hazel.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C.H.(Bee) Guthrie
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Elisha Orr, all of
Hazel.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Holland of Symsonia.
His grandparents are
Mrs. Ruby Dickerson
and the late Ray
Holland of Graves County. and of Mr. and Mrs.
Julius Brueck of
Blasback, Germany.
Miss Shannon Ford of
Lynn Grove was the
bride's attendant.
The best man for the
groom was Jason Gardner of Symsonia.
Ushers and
candlelighters were
Shane Rust and Johnny
Mr. and Airs. Ntcphcn 1cA:41(41;1nd
Rust, both of Paducah
and cousins of the bride.
Mrs. Lisa McDougal
Both the briale and County High School. Mr.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
of Lynn Grove presided groom are 1 9 8 4 Holland
is serving with Holland are residing in
at the guest table.
graduates of Calloway the United States Army
Huntsville, Ala.

7,, 109 Arpage
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Seattle Slew
,, ,3 14.99 Beyond Berber
Secretariat
, ,, 12.99 Magic Affair
Now & Forever
• 16.25 Magic Touch
10% Off

All In-Stock PIushes
& Sculptured Shags
In-Stock No-Wax Vinyl 10% Off
(Regularly As Low As $2.99 Sq. Yd.)

15.99
10.99
16.25
14.25

'lc"' Sq. Yd.
1 2" Foam Carpet Padding
Rubber Back Commercial
Carpet $3695q. Yd.

In Stock Wallpaper 20% Off
Our Daily Low Price of 54" Single Roll

JOE SMI8-5
THMon.-Fri
CAR., 8-4
PET
CENTER
Sat.
Hwy. 641 North Sale Ends Feb. 23, 1985 753-6660

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE 2/3 OFF
Entire Stock Of Fall & Winter Clothing
•Sweaters •Pants
•Dresses •Shirts
•Belts
•Jewelry

Large Racks of
Pants, Shirts, Tops
and Much More

PAGE 5

Guthrie-Holland vows said

PHILADELPHIA CARPETS

We are please
to announce that,
Regina
Morris.
bride-elect of Mark
Hudgens,
has
selected her china°
and accessories
from our complete!.
bridal registry.
Regina and Mark^
will be marriedii
March 7.

Cancellation of
meeting of Local 1068
UAW-AFL-CIO retirees
for today at First Christian .Church has been
announced.
———
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Free blood pressure

'

'
Skirts '
Blouses
'Tops
'
Handbags
'
Socks

*New Shipment
Guess Jeans

China, Crystal, Silver
and Gifts

Receiving Guess
Spring Sportswear!

20% Off
Warm Ups and
Jogging Suits

'3 '5 & '10
Winter Hours 930 a m 5 00 I) 111

16
41t
6
or Chest t

Save 50 0/o-75°,/0 Off

_ _ „. -._4,- -

--
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UDC Group meets at Major Nme

DATEBOOK
Kier will give concert

•

Optimists plan contest

Kier, a singer who specializes in vocal
characterizations will perform in a- free concert
on Tuesday, Feb. 19, at 8 p.m. in Murray State
University's Curris Stables.- His act includes his
impressions of such artists as Billy Joel. Paul
McCartney, Waylon Jennings and Willie Nelson.
An accomplished songwrither, he- also plays
many of his original songs. In 1982, he released
his debut album, "Consider Me." Last year the
National Association for Campus Activities
featured Kier as a showcase performer.

The Oratorical Contest, sponsored by the Murray Optimist Club, will be held Tuesday, Feb. 19,
at 6:30 p.m. in_the_Special Education Building,
Murray State University, located on North 16th
Street. The public is invited, a spokesman said.

Lodge plans supper
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons will meet tonight (Monday) at 7:30 p.m.
for work in the Master Mason degree. A potluck
supper will be served at 6:30 p.m. Steven
Newberry, master of the lodge, invites all
Master Masons to attend

Health Fair Wednesday
Tips for healthful living and disease prevention will be presented in a Health Fair for the
university community and general public On
Wednesday, Feb. 20, from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center, Murray State University.
Sponsored by the Department of Nursing, the
fair will include screenings for hearing loss, high
blood pressure, stress and blood conditions.
Demonstrations are planned in relaxation
techniques. Video presentations will be given on
.•hild and spouse abuse and on clearance of an
obstructed airway. Displays will cover safety,
first aid, fitness, alcohol abuse, diabetes and
cancer facts and the-sife use of pesticides in the
home. Blood donations will be taken during the
day for the Murray-Calloway County Blood
Bank. In. addition to the nursing department,
contributors to the fair include the departments
of recreation and physical education; biology:
special education; psychology; agriculture.
home economics; safety engineering and health;
and the divisions of social work: and medical
laboratory technician.

Mission study at Hazel
The United Methodist Women of the Hazel,
Mason's Chapel and Murray First Churches will
join together for a mission study on the book of
Ephesians for six weeks starting Wednesday,
Feb. 20. at 9:30 a.m. at the Hate; Church. The
study will be led by the Rev. Bill f'ipher. pastor
of the Hazel-Mason's Chapel Churches. Fie will
use the study book, Imitators of God.
.4r

Tenfii

pia V -Wednesdal

Group B of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club will meet Wednesday, Feb. 20, at 8:30
a.m. at the entrance to Murray-Calloway'County
Park to go to Kenla:ke Tennis Center to play at 9
a.m. The lineup is as follows: Court One — Martha Andrus. ‘'icky Holton, Ann Uddberg and
Carol Waller: Court Two — Marilyn Germann,
Kathy Kopperud, Laura Miller and Vickie Jones.

When you're sick or hUrt, you
deserve some old-fashioned
personal attention...

Neti.-horns and dismissals
released by local hospital
A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Feb. 1.3, liTtve been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Baby Girl Lowe,
riarents, Carla and
Richard, 1307
Valleywood, Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Rosa May
Gasser, Hales Apt. No.
6; William C. Lalonde,
714 Depot St., Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Barbara
Sue Patton, 507 Arch,
Fulton;
C.W. Scarbrough, 1403
Johnson Blvd.; Danny
L. True, Rt. 1, Water
Valley; Miss Michelle
L. Mustain, Rt. 1, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Pat
W. Carraway, 313 South
Eighth St.;
James Pete Rutledge,
403 South First St.; Miss
Lori L. Crouse, F-4 Murray Manor; Mrs. Teresa
S. Quertermous and
baby boy, Rt. 7;
Mrs. Donna Sue Sexton and baby girl, Rt. 2,
Big Sandy, Tenn.; Mrs.
Charlotte A. Collins, Rt.
1, Buchanait, Tenn.;
Morteza Toosi, 808B
Bagwell;
Mrs. Nelle W.
Outland, 1011 Sharp;
William C. Malcolm, Rt

Check with State Farm for a health insurance program
Mats lust right for you

2, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Walter James Karns,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs.
Mary 0. Hopkins, Rt. 1,
Almo;
Mrs. Dellie P.
Crawford, Box 481, Murray; Edward 0. Chadwick. 205 South 12th St.;
Clifton Roberts, Rt. 5;
Herman C. Barnett, Rt.
1, Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Ivie E. Yeargin,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Frankie Alma Garland,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; James
R. Ivey (expired) New
Concord; Mrs. Bonnie
L. Boughton (expired)
New Concord.

•
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LUNCHEON MEETING — Pictured at luncheon meeting
of the J.N.
Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy were, from
left, Mrs. William Major and Mrs. Harding Wells,
hostesses, and Dr. Halene
Visher and Mrs. Inez Claxton, speakers.
John J. Livesay,
reported that papers
have been sent in to
headquarters for a new
member, Mrs. Anne
Blackburn.

Mrs. Wells checked on
patriotic activities of
the group and reminded
members to bring used
stamps to be sent to the
state veterans'

to
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hospitals.
The club will have a
luncheon at noon on
Wednesday. Feb. 20, at
the home of Mrs. Fred
Gingles.
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Ways to treat sleep problems being studied
By Cosmopolitan
A Hearst Magazine
Doctors.and research
scientists are finally
waking up to sleep problems and are finding
ways to treat the troubled.sleeper.
More than 50 million
Americans suffer from
some kind of sleep
disorder, according to
an article in the
January issue of
Cosmopolitan, ranging
from insomniacs who
can't get enough sleep
at night to hypersom-

niacs who can't stay
awake during the day.
peep " requirements
vary among individuals
and failure to get eight
hours' sleep does not.
constitute a sleep problem. Albert Einstein
slept nearly' 12 hours a
day, while John F. Kennedy was said to need
only four. Experts say
normal is what feels
right for you.
"People call us and
say. 'I must have a problem; I sleep only four
hours a night'," said
Joyce Walsleben nurse
coordinator of the Sleep
Disorders Center n
Stony Brook, N.Y.
"When we ask them
how they fel, they say
they're fine. Yet they
think they have
insomnia."
Researcher Dr.
Ernest Hartman sees a
link between sleep
needs and personality.
He said a study shows
those who require little

EVERY TUESDAY IS

TACO TUESDAY

Jane Rogers
7634627
201 S. 6th

The J.N. Williams
Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy met in the
home of Mrs. William
Major on Wednesday.
Jan. 16. at 11:30 a.m.
Mrs. Major and Mrs.
Harding Wells served
luncheon to 14 members
and guests.
In January, the UDC
honors Confederate
military leaders, Lee.
Jackson and Maury.
Dr. Helene Visher
read a narrative from
Paul Harvey's "The
Rest of the Story" on
Stonewall Jackson entitled "The War
Machine."
Mrs. Claxton gave a
talk on "The Last Days
of Robert E. Lee,"
taken from the book,
Lee, His Last Years by
Charles Bracelen Flood.
The president, Mrs.
Inez Claxton, presided
and led the group in the
pledge
-to the flags. Mrs.
Douglas Shoemaker,
chaplain, gave the
devotion.
Mrs. N.A. Ezell,
scholarship chairman,
introduced this year's
scholarship recipient,
Miss Beth Yates of
Madisonville.
The registrar, Mrs.

2 CRISPY TACOS

$ 1 19
For
Offer Good AN Day -No Coupons -No Limit

TACO JOHNS.
Across From MSU Stadium

sleep tend to worry less
and are confident, efficient, extroverted and
orderly. Those who need
more sleep are worriers, introspective and
brooding, and often
more creative than
Others.
Others claim people
can be trained ,to require less sleep.

fell asleep while I was
feeding my infant son —
and dropped him."
Narcolepsy can be
alleviated with drugs.
Most narcoleptics lead
relatively normal lives
— except they cannot
drive or perform activities that could prove
dangerous in case of
sudden sleep.
Lack of sleep does not
The most common
sleep disorders are in- significantly impair
somnia and snoring. mental facilities, accoKThe reverse side of the ding to Wilse Webb, procoin is narcolepsy, fessor of psychology at
which strikes about the University of
250,000 in the United Florida. He said people
States. Narcoleptics fall deprived of sleep can
into deep sleep during perform complex menthe daytime without tal tasks — but tend to
fall asleep during boring
warning.
ones.
"I slept 20 hours every
Last year doctors
day after my first son wrote more ,than 31
was born." said Judy million prescriptions for
Schneider, 54, of sleeping pills, but the
Southold. N.Y. "Twice I experts advise against

Community...

wh
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them. Instead people
can minimize sleep
disorders by practicing
what Nurse Walsleben
calls "good sleep
hygiene."
—Stay away from
stirolants such as coffee and cigarettes.
— Drink a "nightcap"
of warm milk. It contains a chemical that
seems to induce sleep.
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— Start exercising.
Regular workouts encourage sound sleep.
—Don't try to sleep
while feeling wide
awake. Read a difficult
book, watch television,
do a crossword until
drosy.
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— OccaSionally
change nighttime
routines.
—Try to wake up at
the same time each day,
even on weekends.
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(Cont'd from page 5)

Wednesday, Feb.20
Wednesday, Feb.20
ment,
Murray State
will be at Murray
J.N. Williams Chapter Eagles Aerie 4071 lodge. University. For inforof the United Daughters
mation call 762-3784.
————
of the Confederacy will
— —— —
Events at Calloway
have a luncheon at noon Public Library will be
Fourth annual Growth
at the home of Mrs. Parents and Twos at and Research OrganizaFred Gingles.
9:30 a.m. and Story tion for Wckmen
————
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and (GROW) Conference
will begin at 8 a.m. on
3:30 p.m.
Free income tax serthird floor, Curris
vice by Beta Alpha Psi
————
Center, Murray State
accounting fraternity,
Department of Nurs- University. For inforMurray State Universi- ing, Murray State mation all 762-3384.
ty for low income peo- University, will sponsor
————
ple, elderly people and a health fair from 8 a.m.
Hazel and Douglas
students who need help to 4:30 p.m. in Curris Centers will be open
preparing individual in- Center. Blood donations from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
come tax returns will be will be taken for the for activities by senior
from noon to 4 p.m. in Murray-Calloway Coun- citizens.
Mississippi Room, Cur- ty Blood Bank.
————
ris Center.
————
Home Mission Study
Boston furniture will be at 6:30 p.m. at
Ladies bridge with designer/builder First Baptist Church.
Shirley Wade as hostess Rosanne Somerson will
————
is scheduled at 9:30 a.m. present a two-day
First United
at Oaks Country Club.
workshop on surface Methodist Church Men
— ———
embellishment and will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Auxiliary meeting form at Art Depart- the church.
Wednesday, Feb.20

*at it—
* *PFIICES GOOD'INWLE SUPPLIES LAST*****
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

D
Warehouse Foods
Prices Good While
& T

Supplies Last!

.

It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

,

Turner

Hours:
Monday
Thru
Saturday
8-7

Sour Cream Tuna Fish
/
12
8 Oz. Cup

Oz.

6

Eggs

I_it
'
• M.I. ---_

Chicken of the Sea

Lynn Grove
Large

0
Doz.5

Banner Bathroom

Reelfoot

Tissue

Bologna

4 Roll Pkg.

1 Lb.

:

0
68
c8
$
90
1
29
49
Fisher Cheese 12 Oz. 16 Slices 794
i
Turner

Reelfoot

Bacon

5 Lb.

Ice/1 2 Milk

Paramount

Chili
With Beans
150z.

Bush's Deluxe

Pork &
Beans

WI
sai
an
of

12 Oz.

Parkay

Margarine

8 Pk. 16 Oz.

DIET `N
CENTER•
(

Firalk

ill

1 Lb.

Reelfoot All Meat Wieners 12 Oz. 98c
- 4

Pepsi, Diet
Pepsi, or
Mt. Dew

/

'

790 $ 1- 190 $ 1 39 580
Bush's Deluxe Pork & Beans 28 Oz. 694

wor

Nabisco Chips Ahoy! Cookies 1Q Oz. 9.89

Martha White
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Potatoes
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160z.
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SPRING! Who can think of Spring
with a foot of snow on the ground?!! We
can...the counselors at Diet Center.
This is a friendly reminder to all our
faithful dieters and good friends: Yes,
we are one day closer to spring and you
can be ready...with a Body by Diet
Center!
We're sure everyone of you have been
snowed in with kids, cats and dogs...and
FOOD.Some of you have even thought,
with twelve layers of clothing, who can
tell if I've eaten two cookies? (or the
whole box, in sbme cases.)
Be ready the the coats come off, to
have the pounds off, too.
_ WE'RE READY WHEN YOU ARE!
Call today for free consultation

Plus Deposit

Nunn Better Meal 5 Lb. 894

a

Smuckftr's Grape Jelly 2 Lb. 99'
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Kennedy gets
new right leg
OKLAHOMA CITY
(AP) - Edward Kennedy Jr., whose right
leg was removed to save
him from bone cancer 11
years ago, "feels like he
has his leg again" after
being fitted with a new,
lighter artificial limb, a
friend says.
The 23-year-old son of
Sen. Edward Kennedy,
D-Mass., was fitted with
the new leg Saturday at
the Saboitch OrthoticsProsthetics Center here,
said center head John
Saboitch.
SaboLich, who designed the prosthesis made
of aluminum and
titanium, setti his creation is more pliable than
old-style artificial limbs
which must be fitted
through painful trial
and error. Its motion is
smoother and should
eliminate some painful
rubbing, he said.
Kennedy has been
touring the nation
speaking on the rights of
the handicappped and
disabled, whom he
prefers to call
"physically
challenged."
The new leg allows
more freedom of movement, said George
DePontis of _Miami,
Fla., editor of a
magazine for the han-.
dicapped and a friend
who traveled to
Oklahoma with
Kennedy.
"It's a revolutionary
prothetics. Teddy feels
like he has his leg
again," DePontis said.
Kennedy said the new
leg feels "comPletely
different" from what he
has been wearing.

April 13 debut
set for televised
Grand Ole Opry
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP - Country entertainers, including comedian Minnie Pearl, are
applauding plans to
broadcast the famed
Grand Ole Opry radio
show live on cable
television.
The National Network
plans to begin televising
the 59-year-old country
Music show on April 13.
The first show will be a
one-hour special, to be
followed by a half-hour
show every Saturday.
Officials at the Opry
here said radio broadcasts of the show will remain unchanged.
"I'm certainly happy
that they'll give the fans
an opportunity to see the
Opry as it's broadcast,"
said Miss Pearl, who
began doing her comedy
act at the Opry in 1940.
"I get fan letters from
people all across the
country saying they
wished the Opry was on
TV on a regular basis."
"I hope they let me
work it," she added.

Weekend vows
said for Gable
and daughter
of land broker
BEVERLY HILLS,
Calif. (API - Auto
racer John Clark Gable,
movie legend Clark
Gable's 24-year-old son,
married the daughter of
a California real estate
broker, says a
spokesman for the club
which held the
reception.
Gable married Tracy
LaRae Yarro at the
Church of the Good
Shepherd, Art Weller,
weekend switchboard
operator at the Bel-Air
Bay Club, said Sunday.
The reception was held
atthe club after the
wedding.
• Gable, a graduate of
Santa Monica City College, was born four
months after his
father's November 1960
death. His mother died
In May 1983 in Houston.
The bride, whose age
was not disclosed, is a
graduate of Charles
Ross School orf
Cosmetology and is the
daughter of real estate
broker Ralph Yarro Jr.

Thurman's
FURNITURE

101 N. 3rd

Murral. K's.

298 Main
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SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

ONE Of THE LARGESi SELECTIONS OF QUALITY FURNITURE IN THIS AREA AT

*FREE DELIVERY

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
This is only a partial list. Many othe

r items not advertised!

Lamps, Pictures
& Accessories

Lees Carpets
Remants

s 599

/
1 2 Price

Up To 35 Ft In Lengths

SOFAS

DINING ROOM

Lazy Boy Recliners
Starting At

1-Loose Pillow Back
Ruffled Skirt & Back
Pillows. Blue & Peach
Print.
Reg. 899.95
1-Traditional Attached Nylon Brown &
Beige Stripe Cover. Reg. 799.95
1-Early
American
Wingback Cut Velvet
Beige & Blue Floral. Reg. 899.95
1-Camel Back with
Arm Pillows. Mauve &
Blue. Floral Ruffled
Skirt.
Reg. 799.95

/
12
/
12

1/2

1-2 Pc. Sofa & Chair
Traditional
Style.
Beige & Brown Nylon
Velvet.
Reg. 999.96

8-Pc.
Mahogany
Queen Ann Style Oval
Table. 6 Chairs. Glass
Boor China.
- Reg.
3190.00

1-Queen Size Navy
Blue Pin Dot Velvet
Cover- with " Arm
Pillows.
Reg. 799.95

5-Pc. Dinette Oval Formica Top Table. 4
Beige Upholstered
Swivel Tilt Chairs.
Reg. 74495 -

1/2

1-Lazy Boy Sleeper.
Modern Design Oak
Trim Flame -Stitch
Cover.
Reg. 899.95

/
12

1-Regent Camel Back
Tapestry Cover. Innerspring Mattress. Reg.
1199.95

7-Pc. Antique Maple
Finish Round Table. 2
Leaves.6 Spindle Back
Chairs.
Reg. 599.95
8-Pc. Antinque Pine
Trestle Table. Large
China 6-Chairs.
Reg.
1999.95

/
1
2

1-Lazy Boy Rocker
Recliner. Nylon Floral
Cover.
Reg. 480.00

/
12
/
12
/
12
/
1
2
/
1
2
/
1
2

1-Lazy Boy Recliner
Rocker.
Emerald
Green Velvet Cover. Reg. 460.00

1-2 Pc. Sofa & Chair.
Country Design. Nylon
Small Print Cover.
Reg. 899.95
1-Lawson Style Attached Back. Blue &
Rust Check Nylon
Cover.
Reg. 899.95 /
1
2

1-Marimomt. Loose
Pillow Back. Traditional Cover Beige &
Pink Stripe.
Reg.
899.95

SOFA SLEEPERS

CHAIRS

1-Rattan Love Seat.
Loose Pillow Back.
Beige & Blue Print. Reg. 599.95

1-Clayton
Marcus
Chippendale. Blue &
Peach Stripe Cover. Reg. 995.00

/
1
2
/
12

1-Fairfield Wing Chair.
Chippendale-Leg Brick
Color Corduroy.
Reg. 379.95
2-Fairfield Traditional
Beige & Blue Pin Dot Reg.
Cover.
299.98 Each

1-Lazy Boy Recliner
Rocker. Pin Dot Peach
Velvet Cover.
Reg. 480.00
2-Oak Arm Pull Up
Chairs. Cane Bock.
Brown Vinyl Seat.
Reg. 219.95
1-Lazy Boy Recliner
Rocker.
Modern
Design. Beige Tweed
Cover.
Reg. 395.00

BEDROOMS

1-Heavy Pine Rocker.
Upholstered Seat &
Back.
Reg. 349.95

1-3 Pc. Pine Dresser
with Hutch Mirror. 5
Drawer
Chest
Headboard.
Reg. 899.95 511

QQ9S

1-3 Pc. Oak Triple
Dresser. Shelf Mirror
Chest. Poster Bed with
Foot.
Reg.
1199.95
3-Pc. Oak Triple Door
Dresser. Gallery Mirror Large Door Chest.
Spindle Bed with Foot Reg.
1999.95
3
:Pc. Pecan
Dresser with
Large
Headboard.

899"
1199"

1-King
Size
Bed
Highposfer with Foot. Reg. 599.95

799"
2

/
1
2
/
1
2

1-Marimont...„Pillow
Back Lounge Choir.
Brick Color Corduroy. Reg. 449.95
2-Swivel
Rockers.
Light Blue Velvet Reg.
Cover.
299.95 Each

Triple
Mirror
Chest
Reg.
1099.95

12
Save /

Large Selection

2-Fairfield
Wing
Chairs. Blue Mauve
Flame Stitch Cover. Reg. 349.95

/
1
2
/
1
2

Jamison Mattress
& Box Springs

1 -Jamison Queen Size
Traditional Style. Blue
& Beige Stripe Nylon
Cover.
Reg. 799.95
1 -Jamison
Early
American Wing Back.
Beige Plaid Cover.
Wood Trim.
Reg. 799.95

/
1 2

/
1
2
/
12
/
12

/
3
4

1-Jamison
Beige
Tweed Nylon Cover.
Traditional Style.
Reg. 799.95

/
12

MISC.
1-American
Drew
Cherry Sofa Table.
Queen Ann Style.
Reg. 423.00

/
12

1-3 Pc. Set Queen Ann
Cherry Tables. 2-Ends. Reg.
Butler Tray Cocktail. 1018
.00
1-Pecan Wall Unit with
Light.
Reg. 479.95
1 -Miniature
Mahogany Bow Front
Chest.
Reg. ?
1-Mahogany Hall Tree
with Brass Trim.
Reg. 399.95
1-Hall Console Fruitwood Finish Glass
Door. Mirrored Back. Reg. 249.95
1-4 Pc. Wall Unit.
2-Tall Bookcase Light.
Bride & Console.
Reg.
1150.00
1-Hall Console Fruitwood Finish Double
Doors.
Reg. 479.95
1-Wicker
Etagere.
Finish

Reed
Natural

/
12
/
12
/
12

Reg. 549.95

1-Curio Console with
Mirror Gloss Doors. Reg. 379.95

/
12

1-Pulashi Oak Antique
Design Glide Rocker. Reg. 349.95

/
12

1-Audio Cabinet Glass
Door.
Lift
Top.
1-Drawer Adjustable
Shelf.
Reg. 429.95

/
12
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Panel adopts 14 guidelines for developing career ladder
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
state committee has adopted 14
guidelines that it will use to
develop a -career ladder" for
teachers, which would tie pay
and promotions to performance.
Among the guidelines were an
appeal process and the right to
move teachers to a lower level.
either by choice or as a result of
a reviev that finds their perforfiance unacceptable.
The guidelines said the plan

relatively quick and overall
agreement on the principles,"
said Wade Mountz, committee
chairman and a Louisville
hospital administrator. "We're
looking forward to moving
ahead on the subcommittee
work to get to the meat of the
matter."
One of the most controversial
guidelines approved regarded
tenure. It said the ladder should
maintain the practice of gran-

should be based on continuous.
comprehensive evaluation of a
teacher's performance. The
committee voted not to include
specifics of how that evaluation
should be reached.
The 14 guidelines were
adopted Friday by the
25-member Career Ladder
Development Committee., which
ended a three-day meeting in
Frankfort on Sunday.
"I'm delighted we got

ting tenure to competent
teachers, "but the plan may include provisions that affect the
procedures for granting tenure
to teachers in the future."
Jon Henrikson, president of
the Kentucky Education
Association, which opposes a
career-ladder plan, said the
KEA's "biggest concern is the
committee is interested in injecting the tenure issue into the
ladder."

Don't Miss Your Chance to Save
On These Value-Packed items!

Radio l'haek
Remote Model
Control
VHS VCR
12 by Realistic•

24K Model 100 Computer
By Radio Shack

Was 999.00 in
usE YOUR
Aso
1984 Cat. RSC-11
(interim
markdowns taken)

USE YOUR
Node.fine.

Act now and save' Remote duplicates front-panel transport con!rols Make high-quality video recordings. see the latest movies
arc music videos #16-502

Lowest price ever! It's a fully portable word processor, appointment scheduler and address/phone directory. Built-in
modem and BASIC language. Hurry! #26-3802 Batteries extra

Phone Answering System

AM/FM Cassette Recorder
Minisette'-12 by Realistic

DUOFONE" TAD-214 by Radio Shack

Save $50

Cut 38%

12995
Reg.
179.95

The commission, created by
the Legislature last year, will
make its recommendations to
Alice McDonald, state school
superintendent, after its
meeting nexf month.
'
She and Gov. Martha Layne
Collins, who have been pushing
for educational improvements,
have pointed out that Kentucky
ranks last among all states in
the percentage of adults over 25
who are high school graduates.
It's 53.1 percept, according to
the 1980 census.
The four proposals on the
mandatory school-attendance
age are:
— Change the compulsory age
to 18 or high school graduation,
whichever comes first.
Reasonable exceptions would be
considered.
— Raise the age to 18 only if
accompanied by funding for

Union leaders meeting
with Walter Mondale

•Audible Cue and Review

Never miss another call! Dual-cassette system with voiceactivated recording. Call-monitor lets you screen calls.
043-316 E.t•a 'emotes available or' Special Order

Listen to radio, tape lectures, meetings, or voice "letters".
Pause control lets you edit as you record.-#141012 Batteries extra

Don't Miss These Other Exciting Items!
Home Info System
By Radio Shack
Save

Dual-Cassette AM/FM Stereo System
Clarinette*-114 by Realistic

Reg. Separate
Items 384.65
Ineludes Color Computer 2. modem,
software and
joysticks—all you
need to access
news and information services by
phone.

One deck for record/play and
one for playback. Copy personal
tapes, record off radio, turntable,
or "live" with optional mikes.
17"-high speakers. #13-1217
Sale ends 3/25/115

Receiver With Stereo Expander
STA-860 by Realistic
Save $160

3-Way Walnut Veneer Speaker
Save
sgo

7

Reg.
199.95

65 WATTS PER CHANNEL. MINIMUM RMS INTO 8 OHMS
FROM 20-20.000 Hz. WITH NO MORE THAN 0.03/
3
4 THO

BAL HARBOUR,Fla.(AP) —
The AFL-CIO's executive council opens its annual • winter
meeting today with a visit from
Walter F. Mondale and a blast at
President Reagan's new budget.
Mondale is thanking AFL-CIO
President Lane .Kirkland,
secretary-treasurer Thomas R.
Donahue and the 33 union
presidents who sit on the council
for an early political endorsement from the general board of
the 13.7 million-member labor
federation.
The endorsement in October
1983, more than four months
before the start of the primary
campaign season, gave Mondale
a big boost toward the
Democratic nomination for
president. But Reagan swept 49
states in the general election
and AFL-CIO officials have been
pressed to explain whether the
Mondale endorsement was wise.

1199.c.

The 1984 General Assembly
directed Gov. Martha Layne
Collins to create the careerladder committee, which is to
submit its proposed plan to her
and the legislature's interim
joint Committee on Education
by July 1.

Stereo Clock Radio

20-Channel Scanner

Chronomatic'-225 by Realistic

PRO-2020 by Realistic

c •
Reg. 59.95

Save $80
19995
Reg

--

7-----

The following is a summary or
the cases brought before the
Calloway County District Court
this week. Unless otherwise
noted, a court cost of $47.50 was
automatically paid by the party
mentioned. ; A "fee'"Tefers to a
sheriff's fee. i In the event of any
type of suspensions, figures listed
represent those fines or sentences
after the suspended portion has
been subtracted. Those parties
appearing before Judge David
Buckingham may have either
paid a fine, fee, court cost, made
restitutAon_ or received a
sentence. Some cases may have
been continued, passed on to
another court date or dismissed
for a variety of reasons. Minor
traffic violations and offenses involving minors are not included
in the following list:
Gregory Alan Graves. I) U I first offense, two
days' community work in lieu of $200 fine. $150
D U I fee, alcohol education daisies. license
surrendered
Richard IA Brainer, 0 U I . amended to
reckless driving. fined $100
Jewell R Grace. D U I , continued to Feb 77
Warren T Kennett II.
U I -first offense, fin
ed $200 plus $1501) U I fee, license surrendered
and local alcohol .ducation cl
recommended
Marty F.- Robinson. D U I . continued to Feb
20
Emmitt Wooten. flu I . pleaded guilty. fined
$200 and $160 D U I fee
Eddie Morgan. obstructing government opera
lions and criminal mischief-third degree, con
current 30-day jail sentences suspended on can
dition no like offense for one year and restitution
paid and five days community work, fined $50
for each offense
Keith Edwards, assault-fourth degree. 30-day
jail sentence suspended on condition no like offense for one year
Timothy Graham. D U I.. amended to third offense, sentenced to one year in jail with all but 30
days suspended on condition no D.0 I or driving
on revoked license for two years, fined $200 fine
Joe Don Wilson, trafficking in marijuana. fined $100. sentenced to one year in jail with all but
90 nays suspended, work release approved

Rieke.
oservere44

Perfect for tax-time! 4-key memory, pe
cent, gross profit margin, item keys.
AC adapter jack. #65-660 Batteries extra

5995
Pulse. 2-button dialing of 10 numbers.
Reg. 69.95. Sale 39.95
Tone. Same features.
Reg. 79.95. Sale 49.95"
043-520/21/22/23

Check .Your phone Book for the Radio That*
Store or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION Of TANDY CORPORATION

I

Hi-Performance CB
$40 Off TRC-413 by Realistic

By Realistic

Battery extra

Includes 21 pieces of breaded shrimp,
cocktail sauce, French fries and cole
slaw. Only $3.99, now thru April 6!

Reg. 29.95

White
or Brown

PRICES MAY VARY AT

iv.

A

District Court
Summary

ONLY $3.99

EC-2001 by, Radio Shack

33%

Weatheradio• Deskube

Stapinformed with
continuous warnings.
forecasts and advisories from National
VVeather Service stafttions. #12-181

Desktop Calculator

USE YOUR

Just enter the frequency you want to
hear and there it is. Receives 20,480
UHFNHF frequencies. #20-112

Backuc, patlerv extra
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SHRIMPFEST
NOW THRU APRIL 6

Cut 1995

279.95

Wake to superb stereo sound' Twin
side-moynted 3" speakers Battery
backup if AC fails #1 2-1 532

-41

special programs and services
t" grirsrpvs the needs of sttidents
who are of a high risk of dropping obi.
— Raise the age to 18 in 1990
only if accompanied by funding
now for special programs and
services to address the needs of
high-risk students.
— Provide money to local
districts for special programs
and services to address the
needs of high-risk students. In
1988 or 1990 raise the mandatory
age.
Previously, a student could
quit school at 16. Under liNitv
passed by the Legislature
year, a student must have his
parents' permission to quit between ages 16 and 18.

OUR 21-PIECE GULF SHRIMP DINNER,

20%
Off
4788

behi
"1
ba b
emF
Zea
I
not

jeitinis

USE
YOUR

Genuine walnut—not vinyl or
plastic. Leaf tweeter extends
highs to 40,000 Hz. 12"
woofer. 5" midrange. 263/4"
high. #40-2048

Stereo Expander enhances music for "live" sound quality. Creates an incredibly realistic. "ambient" sound. Auto-Magic" FM
fine-tuning #31-2097 Sale ends 3/25/85

—

SUM

Optimus'-400 by Realistic

19995
" t's

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Dropout Prevention Advisory Commission will poll its
25 members for their views on a
proposal that Kentucky raise the
compulsory school attendance
age from 16 to 18.
The mail-in ballot will contain
four proposals, all of which
would raise the minimum age.
No action was taken on the
suggestion Friday because only
11 members were present for the
meeting.

49
95 .7:995
•Record from AM, FM, or
"Live" With Built-In Mike

be adopted late next month;
hearings are to be conducted in
April; and a final proposal is to
be approved in June.

Dropout commission eyeing
hike in school attendance age

USE YOUR

Multi-Function Remote Control

• 11

Under state law, teachers can
now receive tenure on the
superintendent's recommendation after four years of teaching.
"It's essential that local
districts keep making local decisions on tenure," Henrikson
said. "And what we'll have with
the career ladder is a stateoperated and state-funded
program."
Under the committee's
timetable, a tentative plan is to

NolviouAL

Get help, directions, or just pass the
time while driving. Easy-to-see 40channel LED display. #21-1507
big sails 3/2515

Alb
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Used cars...
(Cont'd from page I)
the number of used car dealers
would signal that prosperity had
allowed more people to buy new
models. Not in Murray, which
evolved from a flourishing muleswapping center to the No. 2 consumer of Du Pont auto paint
behind Detroit.
"The used car business is probably the single biggest
employer in Calloway County,"
Zea said.
"We had people who did
nothing but straighten

A used car and a carrier are shown above.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1985
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
'To find out what the stars say, read (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
the forecast given for your birth sign.
Willpower won't work effectively
regarding work interests. It's time to
ARIES
relax. Enjoy stimulating romantic or
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Keep away from a friend who creative pursuits.
upsets you. You'll profit from extra SAGITTARIUS
rest and study. Your insights are on (Nov. to Dec.21)
Concentrate on home life and Imthe Mark today. '
portant domestic decisions. Romance
TAURUS
is problematic. You see eye to eye
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You may feel stymied about a with a family member.
ciFeer project. Public speakers will CAPRICORN
impress their audiences on this day (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Though your thinking is On target
when group functions are highlighted.
concerning intellectual pursuits,
GEMINI
you're not the best of shoppers today.
(May 21 to June 20)
You needn't sell yourself short. Make those important phone calls.
You'll be in the public eye and loving AQUARIUS
it. Your personal touch brings you (Jan. 20to Feb.18)
A cause that seems lost early in the
career gains.
day gains new life by day's end.
CANCER You're able to turn around a situation
(June 21 to July 72)
Put aside work ambitions and con- to your advantage.
centrate on the cultural side of life. PISCES
xiSior
mire
Good news from afar makes you (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
The day begins on a sluggish note,
ready for travel.
but you're in fine form by midLEO
afternoon. A new sell-confidence will
July 23 to Aug.22)
A domestic concern troubles you or - be apparent to all.
YOU BORN TODAY display more
a loved one. Negotiations related to
business and finance go well. Come to get up and go than the typical
member of your sign. Independent
a decision.
and self-reliant, yet concerned about
VIRGO
the welfare of others, you gravitate
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Though you may feel unappreciated towards politics and reform
on the job today, you enjoy perfect movements. Your versatility will brrapport with a romantic interest. ing you success in any line you choose,
though you usually opt for the profesMake plans together.
sions. You may be especially talented
LIBRA
in music. Art and writing are other
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
A money worry can dampen your strong points. Birthday of: Lee Marenthusiasm for pleasure, at the same vin, actor; Carson •McCullers, writer;
time as it motivates you to greater ac- and Stan Kenton, band leader.
1911S Kon9 Feattfies Syndtcate Inc
complishment on the job.
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store catering to the town's
many car reconditioners.
"There's been a 50-percent
drop in our business over the
past year," said Todd, whose
family also operates three car
lots. "A whole lot of people have
had to close up."
The dealer's
law that took effect last year, requiring them to re-title cars
before selling them, thus slowing turnover rate, Salentine
said.
"It meant you needed about
twice the money to do business
that you once did," said BillAlbritton, manager of the Murray Auto Auction.
"What's happened'7is that
you've got a lot of dealers moving to other states with easier title laws, and those that are here
getting around it by licensing in
other states and signing over
their titles there," said Rep.
Freed Curd of Murray, who failed to win support last year for a
bill that would have created a
regional titling center in
western Kentucky.
'
Another reason for the industry's decline is oited more
often by law enforcement officials than car dealers.
That is the 1984 state police
crackdown on odometer fraud,
in which a dozen dealers in
Calloway and Marshall counties
were charged with deceptive
business practice. They were accused of rolling back cars'
odometers to make them appear
to have been driven fewer miles.
The defendants, all of whom
pleaded guilty, included some of
the biggest dealers in the area,
said Commonwealth's Attorney
Mike Ward.'
"I think that was really what
hurt them," he said.
Many dealers felt the arrests
were an attempt to thwart the
regional title bill, Ward said,
"But it was common knowledge
this had been going on there for
a long time."
State Police Det. William
ZOpff said the crackdown came
about, in part, because the revised title law enables police to
detect odometer fraud more efficiently. Basically, police can
check mileage figures with
previous owners before the cars
are moved off used-car lots. Too
often in the past, he said, cars
would be gone before the double- checking could be made.
-The law was intended pritnarily to make it more difficult to obtain legal ownership of a stolen
car, Zopff said, adding, "For
years, we had the reputation of
being a very easy state to obtain
paperwork in."
Todd, whose family has been
in the used car business for two
generations, agreed the
odometer arrests were bad for
business. "You jtiet can't find
enough low-mileage cars to
sell," he said. "There aren't that
many. People are driving them
longer."
Salentine said only a small
percentage of area dealers were
crooked and that most pride
themselves on good reputations.
"They're not going to sell you
something that's not right," he
said.
Curd said he plans to try again
in the next General Assembly
session to pass a law
establishing a regional titling
center.
"As it is, Kentucky's just
missing out on a lot of money going to other states," he said.
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Laker speech team first in region
Over the past weekend, the
Original Oratory - Tim
Matt Yuill;
calkwLy__Qunjak_kir.ltpal-...-44(4isteseetereir-bori-Ynrbrouglr
•—litint6T6gtie - Kt Speech Team took first place • and Kelli Burkeen;
Prose - Lena Haley:
sweepstakes awards in the region
Poetry - Jodi Price, Carrie
Lincoln-Douglas Debate at Murray State University.
Paschall, and Vena Crum;
Matt Yuill;
Along with the honor of taking
Prose - Suzanne Coleman and
Storytelling - Lori Jones.
first in sweepstakes, the
Jeanne Carroll; Calloway team qualified 32 of 33
Solo Acting - Carrie Paschall,
Coach Larry England said that
possible entries for the state tourVicki Grady, and Stephanie
he was "extremely proud of the
nament to be held in March.
Welch;
number that qualified." The
The Speech team compiled a
Storytelling - Jody Lassiter.
Calloway team will be competing
grand total of 129 points for the .Natalie McDougal. and
in the Smokey Mountain InvitaMark
sweepstakes honor. Murray High
P'Pool.
tional Tournament, February
took second place sweepstakes
The Calloway County 9th grade
20-24. This tournament is ranked
award with a total of 94 points
team also qualified six entries for
as the third-largest invitational
and Trigg County took third place
the JV State Tournament. They
tournament in the United States.
with 60 points.
were as follows:
Afterwards the Calloway team
Those qualifying for the
Duet Acting - Emily Bucy and
will have approximately two
Calloway team are as follows:
Heather Welch; •
weeks to prepare for the state
Extemporaneous Speaking
tournament, March 8 and 9.
Broadcasting - Amy Bryan,
John Bray, and Tim Black;
Duet Acting - Mark Bazzell
and Lizz Bailey, Vena Crum and
Wendy Parker, Jason Woods and
sent to it by the Supreme Court.
DETROIT (AP) - Congress
Stephanie Welch;
"Years ago we passed any
should create a new national
Extemporaneous Speaking sensible limit on what the
court to help ease the "inexSupreme'Court should be asked
Kelli Burkeen, Jody Lassiter, and
orable growth - of cases
to do." said Burger,.-one of nine
Tim Black;
reaching the ISupreme Court.
Supreme Court justices. Burger
Dramatic Interpretation says Chief Justice Warren E.
has called for formation of such
Lizz Bailey, Mark Bazzell, and
Burger.
a new court in the past.
Jason Woods;
Burger, speaking Sunday toUnder the new court system,
Humorous Interpretation
about 2,000 members of the
"the Supreme Court would have
Natalie McDougal, Mark P'Pool.
American Bar Association at its
the option to refer cases involvand Wendy Parker;
mid-year convention, called for
Lincoln-Douglas Debate ing circuit conflicts and interthe formation of an "intercircuit
pretation of federal statutes to
Mikal Grimes, Mike Keeling, and
panel" that would field cases
Staci Tidwell;
the intercircuit panel." he said.

Burger urges new court

The Calloway County Speech Team.

Lincoln Federal's
GreatGetAway
with Interest
(Up to 10.50%)
Get away for 7 days6 nights to
Walt Disney World and EPCOT Center.
Get away for 4 days/3 nights to
Walt Disney World and EPCOT Center.
Get away fora ‘veekend at the ck-iffinc/
Lexington Marriott- Resort"
Or—chooSe from other Premiums shown below.
-
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bumpers," Salentine said.
"Other people just put on new
vinyl tops."
The industry's decline has not
shown up in unemployment
figures because most of those affected have left town, Zea said.
But it has hurt the businesses
left behind that depended nntheir trade.
"The banks and everyone else
can tell you they've lost money
because of the dealers pulling
out," Zea said. ,
Among the businessmen suffering from the exodus is Terry
Todd, who runs an auto paint
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Racer netters
take home title
in tourney No.8
_

-

RICHMOND. Ky. —
fith of Illinois State 7-6.
After seven years of - 7-5; and at No.2 Massad
coming close, but get- and John Brunner dropting no cigar, the Mur- ped - Rob Sheets and
ray State men's tennis - Kevin Ball of West
team finally took home:- Virginia 6-4, 6-3.
pions hip
Several other Racers
trophy for the Greg lost in the finals of their
Adams Invitational In- respective positions indoor Tennis Tourna- cluding Wretlund at
ment this weekend.
No.1 losing to .Brandon
The tournament. Burk of Louisville, 7-6,*
featuring some .of the 6-3; and No.6 John Bruntop teams in the state as ner lost to Jim Sandor of
ell as the region, was Miami-Ohio 6-1, 6-4.
on by 74SI: with 41
Other MSU results inpoints
cluded Bobby MonMiami of Ohio was se- tgomery losing in the
• kond.with 33 followed-by consolation finals at
LotiLs(ille with 23. IINo.2; No.3 Paul Austin
(.us State 22, West losing in the semifinals
Virginia 17, Western and in No.3 doubles
Kentucky , 11, Eastern
Montgomery-Carter
Kentucky 9, and Indiana also losing in the
State 6.
semifinals.
Said MSU Coach BenPurcell was especialnie Purcell. "We were ly pleased with Austin's
pleased, in our Sth year ability to step in at No.3
playing in this tourna- - singles to replace Jens
ment, to finally be able Berghram who didn't
to win it.; We've .4ad make the trip because of
good illness.Also_be-laid,the
teams play in it in the
victories at the two
past and only come doubles positions were
close. This year we--bad crucial to the overall tian overall good effort tle effort. out of ev.eryone and
In the flighted format,
managed to pull it off."
teams received two
Purcell said he points for each first- and
thought this players second-round victory
played b'etter this and three for each
.. veekend than they did championship. Consola.he previous weekend tion round victories net* when- they brotrght ted one point apiece.
home a 1-2 record in
AlthoUgh this- year's
their first three team team succeeded where
matches of the season.
some of his best teams
The Preg- Adams, failed in the past,
Tourney, played by Purcell is reluctant to
:lights in the Greg predia that this may be
Adams Tennis Center. his best team ever.
aw the MSU players "You can't tell this eardominate in four poti- ly, how good a team is
ons,.winning at Nos.. 4.. going to turn out. I'll let
4nd 5 singles and at Nos. you know in about three
1 and 2 doubles.
weeks haw..good. they
The 'two singles •win- are after we play the
pers included Steve
Alabamas and some of
Niassad defeating Rob those teams on the
Cheats of West Virginia. road."
t1-3. 6-2: and No.5 Joe
Murray's next
Carter whipping Brian engagements will be on
Begley of Illinois State. the road this weekend
ti-4.
when the team visits
In doubles No.1 Tony Bloomington. Ill., for
V‘retlunfl and Alan team matches against
Farmer edged Bob Illinois State and West
I)eniushia and Jim Grif- Virginia.

Bird wants another
*-hot at Los Angeles
The.Associated Press
The Los Angeles
Lakers and Boston
'eltics are not scheduled to play again this
season, so there was a
s pe c ral meaning' to
Larry Bird's postgame
comments.
"I-hope-we-get the-op portunity to play them
again," said Bird. who
had 33 points and 15 rebounds in the Celtics'
117.110 foss to the
bakers in a National
-Basketball Association
game Sunday.
If tile Turn teams are to
meet, again this season,
it would have to be in the
NBA Championship
Series. Last year, Bird
was the Most Valuable
Player as the Celtics
beat the Lakers -in a
seven-game series.
Earvin ''Magic''
Johnson took a large
measure of the blame
for that Los Angeles

•44114 t 140/041 C041•0•4114010

Third straight OVC loss
dents Racer title popes
By The Associated Press
Murray State, which two weeks
ago was alone on top the Ohio Valley
Conference, now finds itself 21,4
games behind league-leading Tennessee Tech after dropping three
conference games in a row.
Bryan Rcith scored the last six
points of the game for Akron Saturday night to give the Zips a 67-64 victory over the visiting Murray.
Meanwhile, Tennessee Tech came
back from
points down to edge
Eastern Kent cky 64-60 in overtime.
In another OVC game Saturday,
Middle Tennessee dumped
Morehead State 83-67,
MSU Coach Ron Greene was
understandably down after the
Racers third straight conference
loss. "I was disappointed with our
loss. We were in a position to win but
we had some breakdowns on the
defensive end of the floor. I felt for
the first time this season that the
calls were going against us.
"In the first half we were in a mandefense and Akron shot only two
free throws. In the second half we
play a zone and they shoot 19."
Roth, a 6-8 center, completed a
three-point play with 13 seconds left
to put Akron up 65-64. He then blocked a shot by Murray's Craig Talley
with three seconds left and was fouled, hitting both free throws to seal
the victory.
Akron, 11-12 overall and 5-6 in the
league, was led in scoring by John
'
)Loyer and James Merchant with 14
points each and Rick Acord with 12.
Murray, 18-6 and 7-4, got 13 points
from Vada Martin and 12 from
Chuck Glass and 11 from reserve
forward Curtis Davis, who also had
eight rebounds.
• • •

Tennessee Tech scored the first

OFF THE MARK — Like this missed slam dunk by Curtis Davis (33), the
Murray State Racer basketball team has been off the mark for the past
three games, losing all three Ohio Valley Conference road games. Davis
came oft the bench to score 11 points and snag eight rebounds, but Akron
stunned the Murray visitors on Saturday, 67-64. Watching this shot is Craig
Talley.
File photo by David Tuck

By DICK BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer
DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla. (AP — Bill Elliott
wasn't convinced he
was the big game being
hunted in the Daytona
500.
But his domination
Sunday in the 27th
renewal of the $1.2
million Grand National
stock car event came as
no surprise to those who
were trying to snare
him.
"We went bear hunting with a BB gun,"
said Tim Brewer, team
manager for Neil Bonnett, one of only two
drivers who seriously
challenged Elliott on the
high banks- of the
2.5-mile Daytona International Speedway.
The other was twotime defending champion Cale Yarborough.
He and Elliott, the two

fastest qualifiers in the
history of stock car racing, immediately broke
away from the field and
began waging a stirring
duel in their Ford
Thunderbirds.
"If it had come down
to a fast-lap shootout, I
don't know if I could
have beaten him,"
Elliott, a 29-year-old
Georgian, said of
Yarborough.
But the showdown
ended when Yarborough, low on gas,
burned a piston on the
63rd of 200 laps. From
there, the rout was on.
Only a series of late
caution flags, reducing
Elliott's average speed
to 172.265 mph, and the
craftiness -of Bonnett,
briefly made it race.
Bonnett, who along
with second -place
finisher Lake Speed
were the only other

Lady Racer track team
sets seven school marks

drivers on the lead lap,
went in front with eight
laps remaining. He pulled up behind Elliott.
after Lennie Pond blew
an engine on lap 192,
faked a dive into the pits
and stayed on the track
to take the lead while
Elliott pitted for fresh
tires.
"Tim and I talked it
over and decided to stay
out there," Bonnett
said. "I figured maybe I
could hold him off, or he
would get .held up or
something."
Three laps later,
however, Bonnett's
Chevrolet Monte Carlo
SS went the way of

Elliott, who qualified
for the pole at 205.114
mph and led 137 of the
200 laps, had only to
outrun Speed's Pontiac
Grand Prix to collect
$185,500, the biggest
payoff in stock car
history. When the green
came out with one lap
remaining, Elliott ran

AKRON,- Ohio — A
seven-game losing
streak and an even
longer losing streak on
the road were ended
Saturday night when the
Murray State Lady
Racers clobbered Itst
Akron, 72-56.
It was the first Ohio
Valley Conference road
game the Lady Racers
had won since Feb.25 of
last year and it improved the MSU women's
mark to 3-8 in league
play this season.
The last place Akron
women never had a
chance against the Lady
Racers who pushed four
players into double:digit
scoring and led 37;26 by
halftime.
The Zips managed to
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MURRAY ST (64) — Martin 34 7-11 13, Glass 4-7 4-4
12, Lahm 1-1 23 4, Evans 1-2 2-2 1, Boyd 2-4
0-0 1.
Macklin 3-5 1-3 7. Talky 3-4 1-3 7. Davis 4-7 3-4 11, Scott
1.2 0-0 2. Lindauer 0-0 0-00 Totals 22-36 20-30 64
AKRON (67) — Schutz 2-6 5.7 9, Smith 0-3 0-0 0. Roth
3-9 7.8 13. Loyer 6-9 2.2 14. Acord 6-8 0-0 12, Merchant
6-12 2-2 14, Fenwlck 1.1 0-0 2. Holmes 0-2 1-1 1, Dowdell
1.3 0-0 2. Moss 0-1 0.00, bowling 0-0 0-0 Q. Totals 25-54
17-21 67
Nalttlme —. Murray St 29. Akron 28 Fouled out —
Glass. Lahm. Acord Rebounds — Murray St 22
( Davis 5), Akron 30(Roth 10 i Assists — Murray St 12
(Glass 4t, Akron 19 ( Roth, Loyer. Merchant 4 Total
fouls — Murray St 22. Akron 21 A — 8,454.

Team
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Youngstown
Middle Tenn.
Eastern Ky.
Akron
Austin Peay
Morehead

Conference
W L
.8 2
7 4
6 4
6 4
6 5
5 6
3 7
1 10

Overall
W L
16 6
18 6
14 9
13

10

12
11
7
6

12
12
15
17

away from Speed to win Foyt 30th, Benny Parby seven car lengths.
'sons 31st, Allison 33rd,
It was the fifth victory Petty 34th and Yarof Elliott's Grand Na- borough 36th. All but
tional career, all of Petty, who went out
which have come since with a clutch problem,
he won the season finale succumbed to engine
at Riverside, Calif., in failure on a day when
just 18 of 40 starters
onnett's teammate, finished.
Darrell Waltrip, finishFive caution flags
ed third in a Chevy, slowed the field for 18
followed by former 500 laps and denied Elliott
winner Buddy Baker in an opportunity to break
an Oldsmobile Cutlass, Baker's all-time
Ricky Rudd in a Ford 500-mile race record of
and Greg Sacks in a 177.602, set in this race
Chevy. All were a lap in 1980.
down.
The cautions followed
Among former win- spins precipitated by
ners of the race, David blown engines. There
Pearson was 28th, A.J. were no injuries.

Losing streak ends for MSU women

Special: Large Bar-B-4
& French Fries

9

former Daytona 500 winners Yarborough,
Richard Petty, Bobby
Allison and a slew of
others. He blew his
engine in hot pursuit of
Elliott, took a wild slide
through the infield and
had to settle for 10th
place.
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Lady Racers 72,
Akron Lady Zips 56
climb within four points.
46-42, but Murray reeled
off an 8-point run to
clinch its ninth win in 24
outings. Akron fell to
0-11 in league play, 7-16
overall.
Shawna Smith scored
10 of her 14 points by
halftime as she hit all of
her first five shots from
the field. Melody OtUnger was the top
scorer for the Lady
Racers' with 18 points
and eight rebounds and
two other MSU women
— Connie Logsdon and
Mina Todd — added 13

Special Good Feb. 15-21

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

The victory raised Tech to 8-2 in
the conference and 16-6 overall.
Tech has four conference games
left, with only Morehead State on
the road. Then it returns home,
where it has won 15 straight OVC
games.
• • •
Middle Tennessee also had a
phenomenal second half shooting
against Morehead State. The Blue
Raiders shot 65 percent in the final
period to blow out their hosts.
Lonnie Thompson led Morehead
with 18 points and Kim Cooksey add04117. Middlerennessee is now 13-10
overall and 6:4 in the league.
. Morehead, which had the game's
leading scorer in Bob McCann with
22 points, fell to 6-17 overall and 1-10
in the league.

Elliott's Daytona domination comes as no surprise

loss, but on Sunday he
was at his best, scoring
a season-high 37 points
and collecting 13 assists
as the Lakers won their
seventh straight and
split the two-game
series with Boston.
In other NBA -games,
it was Milwaukee 125,
Chicago 105; Phoenix
115, Indiana 97; Golden
State 125, Washington
121 in double overtime;
Portland 115, Kings 96;
and Atlanta 91, Los
Angeles Clippers 90.
Michael Cooper's
basket with 2:12 left
broke a 103-103 tie and
Itarted a run of nine
straight points by the
Lakers. James Worthy,
who had 24 points, had a
three-point play with
1:30 to go for a five-point
lead and Johnson made
blur straight free
NORMAL, Ill. — MurAnderson in the
throws in the final ray State's Lady Racers 55-meter hurdles with a
minute to make it set seven school records time of 8.1; Phylis
112-103.
at the Illinois State InWeber in the 500 meters
vitational track meet at 1:21.20; and the 4x200
over the weekend
meter relay with a time
Lannea Brammer set of 1:44.00.
Keep That Great
records in the 3,000 and
GM GM Feeling With
the 5,000 meter runs
The relay team
Genuine GM Parts
with times of 10.23.67
members are Paula
and 17.37.32.
Shelton, Kate McClure,
Maxine Best, also set Linda Cooper and Best.
two records in the
This weekend the
55-meter _dash (7.2) and _Lady Racer track squad
the 300 meter dash
travels to the Ohio
(40.01).
Valley Conference InAlso setting new
vitational at Murmarks were Mary freesboro, Tenn

1980 Oldsmobile Starfire
$3277"

OVC
Standings

four points of the overtime and
Eastern could never tie the score
afterward. Tech shot a blistering 6e
percent in the second half to come
back from 12 points down.
"This was a big one," Tech coach
Tom Deaton said. "Eastern was one
of the five contenders and they
needed to win this one."
The loss knocked Eastern to 12-12
overall and 6-5 in league play. It all
but shot the - Colonels' hopes of
claiming the OVC title with three
games remaining on its conference
schedule.

and 11 points off-guard where she's
respectively.
more natural."
Consistency, accor"For some reason we
ding to MSU Coach Bud seemed to click on
Childers, was what everything we did,"
made the difference for Childers continued."We
the Lady Racers Satur- pressed well, played agday night.
gressive lialf-court
"Our biggest defense and ran the
drawback all season has break when we had it.
been our lack of con- Our half-court offense
sistency. Tonight we was run as well as it has
played consistent all 40 been all year.
minutes."
Tonight MSU conChilders added, "I tinues its OVC road trip
thought we all played with a game at
well, especially Leine Youngstown State, The
Laile. She ran The point Lady Racers knocked
very well. It allowed off YSU, 81-71, in the
Shawna (Smith) to play last meeting of the two
teams.

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435 4343
435.4319

KiIK STUMP RIMOVAL
Ir
415 4141

415 4119

MURRAY STATE (72)- Todd 4-9 3-4
II. Hayden 3-7 2-2 6. OtUngar 4106-7
7!.1.1 64)6. Logsdon 44 64
13, Lath 3-4 2-2 IL Totals — 27-50
19-2812
"
AKRON KW — Norris 5-14 2-5 IL
*Mooch 1-3 1-2 3, Twrier 5-13 8-3 12,
Hollidt 24 14 I, Heck 44 2.4 9:
Dotiodi 114 0-4 I, Jolliet 3-2 14 6. Ar.
no143-4 64 4. T44414 -36-5010-1936
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Undefeated:
CCMS girls capture district crown

Middle School
District Champs

Members of the undefeated 1984-85 middle school district tournament championship
Calloway County Lady Lakers squad include (front row,from left) Kim Lough, Kim Shelton,
Christy Starks, Kristy Graham,Holly Cherry, Renee Thomas,(second row) Amanda Smart,
manager Ginger Billington, Amy Wallis, Lisa Sanders, Cynthia Garland, April Woods. Erica
Muskgrove, Stefan' Barnett, Nora Garland, Shannon McCuiston, Angie Miller, manager
Fran McDaniel, Dawn Siedd, and coaches Penny Overby and Peter O'Rourke.

For the fourth time in
the six years of the middle school district tournament, the Calloway
County Middle School
girls basketball team
has won the championship trophy.
Saturday night also
marked the second time
the CCMS girls have
completed their regular
season undefeated going
8-0 in this latest campaign, abbreviated by
snow cancellations.
Saturday night the
Lady Lakers earned
their fourth crown by
knocktrig off challenger
and host South Marshall, 45-33.
The No.1 seeded
Calloway girls started
off slow, tying the
hostesses 4-4 at the end
of the first . period,
before stretching out to

an 18-10 halftime lead:- Stranntr Ateeatstcm-alsbThe 4,gh final points seared eight points and
were the most scored by had eight rebounds.
the CCMS squad this
South Marshall was
season.
led by Holly Mcirgan
According to CCMS, with 16 points.
Coach Peter O'Rourke,'
Calloway overcame
his team played better the pressure pf two
than he thought it guards playing moat of
would.
the second half with four
"Our girls came out fouls each - Muskgrove
and really showed they and April Woods - to
wanted this one. I was a lock up the victory
little bit concerned goIn the boys champimiing into the game
because we had had so ship game Saturday.
many layoff days I No.2 seeded Benton
wasn't sure how tlais upset the top-seed
team would react."
-Mayfield squad, 36,35,in-The Lady Lakers triple overtime.
were led by 7th grade• Calloway.'s .season
center Dawn §ledd with isn't over yet, as the
12 points and Erica Lady Lakers travel to
Muskgrove added 11 the Mayfield Middle
along with seven steals. School Invitational to
Lisa Sanders scored play the winner of the
nine points and had Ballard-Hickman game
eight rebounds and 'Friday at 6 p.m.
•

Lady Lakers whallop Fulton County; Calloway boys fall to Hoptown
The Calloway County varsity basketball teams
went in different directions Saturday night and
returned home with opposite results.
The Lady Lakers visited Fulton County and
returned with a 64-38 victory, their 13th in 17
games.
The Lakers,onthe other hand, lost,a 68-57 decision at Hopkinsville High.
Lady Lakers 64
Ca'dy Pildts 38
Every girl who played for Calloway Saturday
night with Terri Malcolm leading the way with
17. Christy Anderson and Amberly Moss contributed 14 and 1 points as the Lady Lakers
cruised to an easy victory.
At halftime the visitors led 38-14 and CCHS
Coach John Orr.emptied his bench.
"Malcolm is our only senior and she's really
been getting in gear the past three games. When
she gets going, the rest of the team goes with
her," Orr said.
The Lady Lakers hurt the Lady Pilots with a
pressure game and then went to work on the offensive end with a sterling inside game that saw

the three best inside shooters hit 20 of 37 shots for
the night.
"We've played well for the past three games. I
think our girls are starting to realize that we're
getting close to tournament time. At least I hope
they are," Orr said.
In junior varsity action, Calloway finished its
season at 6-1 by beating Fulton County 33-11. All
but ope f the Lady Lakers who played scored
)
with Jinle Ross leading the squad with nine
points
d eight rebounds.
Tuesday night the varsity Lady Lakers return
to CCHS gym to close out their home schedule.
Malcolm will be honored in pre-game Senior
Night ceremonies along with cheerleaders
Caroline Conley, Vicki Edwards, Deanna
Garland and Lisa Robinson.
Lakers 57
Tigers 68
Four of the Calloway starters scored in double
figures. but they couldn't quite stop the host Hoptown Tigers in their own gym.
A bad third quarter for the Lakers made them
play catchup in the second half. With :46 left,

SCOREBOARD
.:

Game
At Hickman'
CALLOWAY CO (64) - Moss 1:.; M.11,,,Irn :7
Ross 3 Darnell I El1n4dge 1 IGibbs 1 Totals - 25 lie 64
FULTON CO. (38) - 1A enters
Wilson 10 Totals
11 18-30 AA
at Hopkins.ille
HOPKINSVILLE 1681 - Hinkley 3 11. gudriss 17
24. Ware 12. Peachers '2 Total!
,- 7764 11 11 65
CALLOWAY CO (57) - Johnson,12 Slurtru-r
Mark Garrison 2. Adams i Total, 1'

1r:,1,7•4.!
! .4 O.
-. B.., 4.4
; •1,4--

4

'
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LINDY SUITER

led by Jeff Quarles with 24. his brother Wendle
Quarles added 17. LaMont Ware had 12 and Jens
. Doerner added 10.
Calloway's boys will horror five senior players,
and trainer Ed Crutchfield Tuesday night in
pregame Senior Night ceremonies. The five
-senior players -are- Johnson, Putts' SitThrir.
Waldrop and J.W. Foster. •
Because of the Senior Night festivities. several
freebees are being offered in an effort tobaild
large home crowd for the doubleheader against
visiting Reidland on Tuesday. All Calloway
County high school and - middle school StridentS
will be admitted to the game free and all
Calloway elementary students accompanying a
...paying adult will also be admitted free.

urz.°0 °
° 0° 0 * GOOD/YEARj
0.0.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
t

Calloway had trimmed the lead to only five
points and had the ball in its possession.
However, Hopkinsville forced a turnover, then
connected on a three-point play to push the lead
back to eight and out of the Lakers' reach.
CCHS Coach Jack Pack said he couldn't take
anything away from the Hopkinsville squad, but
he felt his team was just as good as the 19-4
Tigers;
.
"We're as good a ballclub as they are. But they
hurt us with their offensive rebounding and they
played very good defense. They didn't stop us
from getting off our shots, but they were so quick
-and leaped so well our guys were conscious of
that all night.
"We were.'releasing our shots-about a halfsecond 'faster than we normally do because of
their leaping ability and that made the difference,"-Pack noted.
The Lakers, now 17-6. had Mark Waldrop with
17 points, Brad Skinner with 13 and 12 each from
Jamie Johnson and John Mark Potts. Skinner
and Johnson claimed a total of 25 rebounds.
Hopkinsville also had four double:digit scorers

What better way to celebrate the 19,000,000th Arriva Radial - in just five
years-than with a sale! Its a great tire! Great savings too! Don t miss this
big Arriva Celebration.
<I.0
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O 0 0 0
Sate Ends Saturday, February, 23. 0 0 0
cy
°
• 0
0
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901 SYCAMORE
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:National Basketball Association
National Basketball Assoaation
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L.
Pd.
Boston
43 11
796
Philadelphia
42 11
792
Washington
23 27
sop
New Jersey
27 27
500
New York
18 36 .333
Central Division
Milwaukee
37 17
686
Detroit
31 22
336
Chicago
25 27
481
Atlanta
23 31
126
Cleveland
17 36
321
Indiana
17 37
315
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver
31 20 .630
Houston
31 21
.506
Dallas
28 25 .528
San Antonio
.
27 26
509
Utah
26 28
172
Kansas City
17 36
321
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College

is',
16
25
34
11
14
194
20

2
54
64
84
164

704
.500
.472
.101
Ise
.226

Richmond 63. East Carolina 60
Samford 79, Georgia St 77, 20T
Sam Houston St 79, SE Louisiana
78
South Carolina 110. Florida Intl
72
South Florida 61. Jacksonville 60
Southern U. 101. Alabama St. 84
Stetson 71, Cent. Florida 61
Tennessee St. 97. Miles 77
Tennessee Tech 64, E. Kentucky
-.
60. crr
Virginia 62, Georgia Tech 56, ,
Virginia Tech 66, Tulane 66
Va. Commonwealth 90, Old DomiMori 71
,
Vanderbilt 85, Tennessee 82
Wake Forest 91, N.C-Wilmington
71
W. Kentucky 64, South Alabama
61
MIDWEST
Akron 67. Murray St 64 ._
Bowling Green lee. W Michigan
57
Cincinnati 66. S Mississippi 65
Cleveland St 79, N Iowa 63
E. Michigan 81, Cent Michigan
70
Minot' 68. Wisconsin 49
Illinois St 64. Wichita St 58
Indiana St 78, Bradley 75 .
Iowa St. 72, Kansas 70
Kansas St 68. Nebraska 62
Kent St. 99, Ball St 88
LoiCila, Ill. 89. Evansville 80
Marquette 61, Dayton 55
Michigan 66. Mramesota 64
Michigan St 57. Iowa 56
N Illinois 63, Miami, Ohio 61
Oklahoma 88. Missouri 84
Purdue 76, Northwestern 57
• S 'Dithala IPS. Drake Ita
St Louis 62. Detroit 61
SW Missouri 87, E Illinois 80
Toledo 72. Ohio U 68
Tulsa 78, Creighton 63
Valparaiso 79. W. Illinois 73
ToteNtigoWn St.. SO Austin Peay
et
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas St 119, N Texas St 58
BuUer 72. Oklahoma City 62
Georgia Southern 55, Hardin.
Simmons 46
Harding 119, Ouachita Baptist 61 -- Lamar 90. Texas-Arlington 52
Mercer 90. Houston Baptist 77
Oral Roberts 70. Xavier. Ohlon7
Pan American 72, SW Texas 58
Praire View 101. Miss Valley 92,
SOT
So Methodist 72, LoyisvWe 64

I

901 S. SYCAMORE

U S CARS
Sale Price
No trade
needed

Whitewall
Size

$49.00
$52.50
$5540
$56.40
$62.50
$57.60
$62.20
S65.10
$68.90
$67.40
S74.80
$78 10
$131 70

P155 80R13
FOR IMPORTS
P
p1
16
75
5.
'
i
Sale
Price
Blackwell
75R
5R1
13
3
No trade
Size
01 P175/80R13
needed
P185,65R14
P145/80R13
$47.75
P175 75R14
P165/80R13
$53.30
P185 75R14
P175/80R13
$55.45
.•••,./ P195 751314
P165/80R15
$56.95
A P205 75R14
P165 70R13
S52.80
P195 75R15
P175 70R13
$56.30
P215 75R15
P185 70R13
$59.00
P225 75R1..5
P185 70R14
$63.75
P235 75R15

P155 80R12
'Blackwall
No trade needed

r;

• For front or rear wheel-drive
vehicles
• For dependable wet or dry traction
• Long wearing tread compounds
for long mileage

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES FOR THESE GOODYEAR BUYS
Popular
Goodyear
Import Car
White Letter
Light Truck
Light
Truck
Tire
Bias PI
Radials
Radials
Traction for Mud,
That All Muscle
Sand,& Snow

Texas 75, BaylOr 72
Texas Tech 52, Arkansas 50
FAR WEST
Arizona SO. Southern Cal 56
Boise St. 74. Idaho 72,(YT
Brigham Young 71, Air Force 61
California 43, Stanford 41. 201'
Colorado 88, Oklahoma St. 83
Colorado St. 90, Utah 87, OT
Fresno St. 66. Long Beach St. 62
Nev-las Vegas 99, Cal.-Irvine 89
New Mexico St 79. Pacific 64
N. Arizona 69. Montana St 66
Oregon 84. Washington St. 82
Pepperdlne 80, Portland BO
San Diego St. 99, New Mexico 80
Santa Clara 92, Loyola, Calif. 55
Te/slis El-Paso 65. Hawaii 63
UCLA ell. Arizona St 66
Utah St. 67. Cal.-Santa Barbara
55
Washington 60, Oregon St 46
Weber St. 102. Idaho St 86
Sunday's Scores
EAST
AdatiN 80. St. Michael's 71
New Hampshire Coll 83. Sacred
Heart TS
St. John's 93. DePaul 80
SOUTH
Clemson 71. Maryland 64
MIDWEST
Dyke 68, Rio Grande 56
SOUTHWEST
Houston 06, Rice 91

55

iv • /Mee.
Aft 010 twit.

*
3125
Power Streak II

$5610
.,ser,
inge
sr
newer

1wer=

Whilefoolf
Si..

Tracker XG

welt old Am

878-13
C78.14
078-44
E76-14
F78-14
078-14
1178-14
(78-15
F78-15
076-15
1178.15
178-15

132 55
$3455
634 00
1134 60
139 15
14260
94530
1138 35
$4005
143 75
144 00
1144 35

arc
.,-.
G78 15
$41815
875 16 5
950 165
75016

C
C
D
()
0

me...
411

50 65

silos.
11414ed

$5835
$6815
s77 05
5115.05
57215

$5565

f

'I Fft4Of
:tar Aarce
f9 1 alr nreftf

Slackest,
Sirs
G78-15

$62.30
$65.45
$74.35
$62.40
$67.25

C
C

H78-15
675-165
950-165

D
D
D

750-16

Sale Ends Feb. 23

Sale Ends Feb 23

Biecayme
Suit

Everyday
Low Prwo
with old tir•

155SR13
165SR13
175SR13
185SR14
165SR15
175;70SR13
185. 70SR13
181 70SR14

544 05
$47 25
$4905
553 95
$5045
$4980
$5220
$5665

Sal. Price
Ns trade

Leal
flame

Eagle ST Radial

G-Metric Radial

Tracker LT

Nam. VOtto.
t flow Su*

14.4.yeet,
too, atfc•
elth okt t.,
$ ... 20
1 - 9C

0.' • s ' ,I4'4

5 83 70
1 85 40
S 8' 85
$ 90 80
s 93 55
5 '030
s 90 60
$ 92 65
$ 96 90
540005
1107 05

QUICK CREDIT FROM CITIBANK°
Credit card convenience for automotive needs Pick up an aCedication
now at your nearby Goodyear
• Use The Slyer Card natoonwide at parbcipatino Goodyear retail outlets
• YOU may also use these other ways to bey American Express Carte Blanche Diners Club
MasterCard Visa,. .
I

I.

ffilCI5 WAITED fafti1MAINITIES If40 CREW TIMIS SHOWN ARE •MAK.1414.1 A 000015*5 MAO SERVICE C610
11111
,
51f ANT Of Off BELOW 5111,
9 11.41:4
NOE PO Of ALE AS f014 1.1E111 COMP/flOff 149•C
AlktO
ff
CPOIDIT TIE f1AS Al/TO IF if'off S NO,AW*tA5Li AT STAA1010 LOC/MONS

I

UK BOX Score
KENTUCKY (69) - Bennett 4.6 2.3
10. Walker 10-21 7.9 27. Bearup 4-6
11-011.-Btackmon1'-30.0 2. Davender
614 2-2 14. Harden 0-1 2.2 2. Byrd 0-0
0-00. Andrews 1-3 0-0 2. Ziegler 0-0
0-00. McKinley 1-3 0-0 2, Lock 0.00-0
0. Jenkins 1 -1 0-0 2 Totals 26-101315
O. MISSISSIPPI ST 121 - C Robin
son 1-4 2.24. T Robinson 4.45.5 13.
Brown 2-4 8-,11-10...Harvey 6-10 6-7 18.
Norwood 1.3 5-6 7. Taylor 7-11 2-3 16.
Dillon 5-7 4-5 14. Henderson 0-00-00
,
Totals 26-43 30-36-83
Halftime - - Mississippi St 40
Kentucky 26 Fouled out - Bennett
Walker. C itobinson Rebosiods Kentucky 30 141•Iker 12'
Mississippi St 25 1Brown 6 ,
Assists - Kentucky 15 i(lavender
S'• Miseteell3Pi St SO I Harv•Y 7'
Total fouls - Kentucky 24
Mississippi St 19 A - 9.790
....

Stop
Engine
Wear
$999

Tires
Wearing
Unevenly?

Lube, Oil
and Filter
Change

Includes up 146.-5 Quarts of Oil. Lubrication
and Oil Filter

1

Alignment
Service

I $ 19"

$4999

On Most Vehicles - Some Require Est,,

gt-

RUDOLPH GOODYEAR

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

2.
2,

6

Double SteelArriva
RadialFor IL& Cars
and Imports

11
124
16
17
264

Basketball Weekend Results

College Basketball Scores
Saturday's Games
EAST
Boston Coll 62, Villanova 61
Boston U. 61, Vermont 46
Bucknell 75. Delaware 71
California, Pa 81. Slippery Rock
75
Canishe 70. Niagara 51
Connecticut 74, Delaware St 68
Cornell 75. Dartmouth 54
Drexel 34,-Rider 53
Duke 81. Notre Dame 69
Duquesne 71, Temple 60
Fairfield 73. Iona 71
Fordham 69, Manhattan 55
Georgetown 87, Providence 73
Harvard 59. Columbia 56
Holy Chau 82, La Salle 79
Howard 70. Morgan St 61Loyola, Md. 84, Long Island U 77
Marist 48. St. Francis, N Y 42
Marshall 65. Davidson 63
Massachusetts 63. George
Washington 55
Navy 84, William & Mary 60
New Hampshire 43, Colgate 42
Northeastern 76, Ohio St 74
Penn 72, Yale 64
Princeton 71. Brown 54
Siena 77, Maine 63
St Bonaventure 87. Rutgers 81,
OT
.
St. Francis. Pa. 92, Wagner 83
St. Joseph's 71, Rhode Island 66
St. Peter's 77. Army 72
Syracuse 76. Louisiana St 64
Towson St 64, Lehigh 62
Went Virginia 75. Penn St 66
SMITH
Alabama 74, Auburn 72, 201'
Alcorn St 76, Jackson St 72
Appioacnith St - 71,'E 'Tierinisisee'
St 70
Ark •Little Rock 73, Centenary 61
Augusta PO. Baptist 74 Bethune-03okman 58. S Carolina
St. 57 .
Campbell 76, Coastal Carolina 73
Citadel 91. W Carolina 86
George Mason 66, James
.
Madison 62
Georgia AO, Florida 56
Jacksorivtlle St 92. Tenn -Martin
82
Louisiana Tech 50, McNeree St
u .
.Memphis St TO. Florida St. 66
Middle Tenn RS. Morehead St 67
Mississippi St el. Kentucky 46
Nicholls St 90. NW Louisiana 70
N Carolina St 86, North Carolina
76
1

s-s
bo

09
ii

Pacific Division
38 16
27 77
25 28
22 32
21 33
12 41
Saturday's Games
New Jersey 126, New York 117
Philadelphia 125. Detroit 114
Houston 122, Cleveland 115
"Kansas City III. Seattle 106
Sunday's Gaines
Phoerdx 115. Indiana 47
Milwaukee 125. Chicago 105
LA. Laker* 117, Boston 111
Golden State 126. Washington 121. 201'
Atlanta 91. L.A. Clippers 90
Portland 115, Kansas City 96
Monday's Games
Philadelphia at Cleveland
Phoenix at Detroit
Boston at Utah
San Antonio at L.A. Clippers

L.A. Lakers
Phoenix
Portland
Seattle
L.A Clippers
Golden State

U.S. 641 S.

Murray, Ky.

"Business Is Go43d"

-We Have A Winning Team-Quality, Quantity & Price"

753-8355

(502)753-0595
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Is faster better in auto racing?
By MIKE HARRIS
stantly above 190 miles
AP Motorsports Writer
an hour.
DAYTONA BEACH,
Winner Bill Elliott,
Fla. (AP — Speeds go who qualified for the
up and the danger level race with an all-time
in auto racing rises with stock car record lap of
them
206.114 mph. kept up a
Races Saturday and pace that would have
Sunday at Daytona In- surpassed the record for
ternational Speedway any 500-mile race in
were run without a history if it hadn't been
serious accident or in- for a series of late caujury, but showed two tion flags.
other negative aspects
Meanwhile, most of
of the nearly constant the cars capable of givescalation of speeds — ing Elliott any kind of
as well as providing a battle fell by the
possible solution to the wayside, their overtaxproblem
ed engines choked off
The Daytona 500 on and belching smoke and
Sunday showed that fluids.
engines can explode
But, in the Late Model
under the heat and Sportsman race Saturstress of running con- day on the same

2.5-mile, high-banked speeds around 185, was 500.m1le race.
oval, a good case was a classic battle for its
"There's no questin
made for slowing down entire BOO miles.
that the speeds these
Geoff Bodine made a cars are running puts a
the carifin the interest
last-lap move to beat real strain on the
of competition..
Elliott ran away from fOur challengers who engines," said former
just about everybody chased him across the NASCAR champion
Sunday while running finish line only car- Benny Parsons, who ran
laps just under 200 mph lengths behind. And, in near the front until his
on and off throughout fact, there was good engine blew on lap 84
stock car racing's racing among everyone Sunday.
in the top 10 right to the
crown jewel race.
"And it's all you can
That wasn't much of a finish line.
show for a national
"That's just another do to keep the cars in
television audience or indication that there hand in the draft," he
the more than 125,000 would be better racing added, referring to the
spectators who crowded (among the Grand Na- -"stock car practice of
into the Speedway on a tional cars) if we could running in multi-car
get the cars slowed "freight trains," nosesunny, warm day.
But Saturday's race, down," said Bodine, to-tail. "Running siderun by the smaller who also was seventh by-side in the corners at
those speeds is tough, a
Sportsman cars and Sunday.
generally contested by
Only 18 cars were run- real handful. It does not
the front-runners at ning at the end of the promote good racing."

•

`Sting" in% estigation continues

Cl

Race-fixing testimony set to begin Tuesday

.01

COLUMBUS, Ohio
— Testimony
AP
about the FBI's 3-yearold "sting" investigation of possible race fixing at Midwestern horse
tracks will begin Tues.
.
day in federal.. court in
Cincinnati.
Not en gh grand
jurors froth the U.S.
Southern District of
Ohio could make it to
Columbus last Wednesday and Thursday to
start hearing the case,
said a lawyer representing one of the people
subpoenaed to testify.
Representatives of
the. US.. Attorney's office were to meet in Cincinnati today with attorneys for some of the
mere than 30 people
subpoenaed.
In the investigation,
codenamed "Stewball"
after a ballad about a
horse of that name. the
FBI worked into the
sport's inner circles by
buying at least one
thoroughbred and' four
standardb reds.

The probe has focused of two October 1983
on thoroughbred tracks races because the tapes
River Downs and Darby. are deStroyed after a
Downs in Ohio and year. FBI agents viewLatonia in Kentucky, ed a tape of a 1984 race
along with Lebanon before issuing subRaceway, a harness poenas to both harness
track north of and thoroughbred
Cincinnati.
horsemen, jockeys and
Tom Fugazzi, a Darby jockeys' agents, he said.
Downs vice president,
"We haven't heard
said Saturday that no from the FBI since
track officials have -then," he said. been subpoenaed.
The Darby Downs ofHe said the track was ficial revealed Ronaldo
unable to meet an FBI M. Lopez, 24, of Hialeah:
request for videotapes Fla., one of those sub

poenaed, was barred
from riding at the central Ohio track during
the 1984 fall meeting.
Tony D'Amico, another
jockey who pleaded
guilty to drug charges in
Cleveland this year,
also was barred from
Darby Downs,yugazzi
said.
"This is a black eye on
racing," Fugazzi said,
"but we have been very
cooperative with the
FBI. We want this
cleaned up."
Fugazzi said Lopez
ran what he called a
"very questionable"
race in October 1983 and
state stewards suspended the jockey for the
rest of the fiall meeting,
about two weeks. Then
Darby Downs officials
told Lopez he also was
barred from the
grounds.
"We don't want this
kind on our race track.
We're not going to put
up with it," Fugazzi
said.
The Darby Downs

vice president also said
Charles Castleberry,
identified as a track
cook and one of those interviewed in the U.S. Attorney's office in Columbus Wednesday, had
never worked at the
track-, IOC-cited in Gi•Ove
City, Ohio.
Federal agents hint
Raceway Park, a
harness track in Toledo,
will become involved in
the investigation.
Douglas Domin, the FBI
agent in charge in
Toledo, said the undercover operation began
in Toledo.
Michigan FBI gents
also are investigating
tracks in that state for
possible violation of
federal laws but would
not say if they have
served any subpoenas.
The Royal Canadian
Mounted Police have
charged four men, two
FATAL WRECK — Among the hazards of the auto racing business is the
of them harness drivers, ever-present possibility of tragedy. In this accident involving a single car
with defrauding the during practice for the Daytona ARCA 200 on Feb.'7, Francis Affleck, 34, of
public at Windsor Charlotte, N.C. was killed instantly when his car went out of control coming
Raceway in Ontario last out of the Speedway's second turn. The car rolled once and flipped several
times.
year.
AP Laserplwtos.

Bramble may have ended Mancini's career with unanimous decision
RENO, Nev. AP ) —
A popular Ray "Boom
Boom" Mancini may
have reached the end of
his boxing career, but
Livingstone Bramble,
the fighter fans love to
hate, now appears primed for some even bigger
showdowns.
'Right now I'm' the
lightweight king,"
Bramble said after taking a unanimous but
close decision over Mancini on Saturday night to
retain his World Boxing
Association crown."I'm
the best lightweight in
the universe."
Bramble. who battered Mancini's face into a bloody and bruised
mess for the second
time in eight months, is
now primed for potentially lucrative fights
against Hector
"Macho" Camacho or
Aaron Pryor. And he
made it clear he wants
the fights as soon as
.possible.

"I don't have long in
boxing and it's the
financial aspect I'm
looking at," the 24-yearold titleholder said. "If
the money's right, I'm
going to fight."
Mancini was clearly
the favorite among the
near sellout crowd of
11,758, who booed when
the Virgin Islands anthem was played for
Bramble and wildly
cheered every punch
Mancini threw.
But Bramble, who
says every fight he's
had since leaving the
islands five years ago
has been in front of
hostile crowds, seemed
to thrive on the fans'
reactions.
While Bramble now
sits comfortably atop
the lightweight heap,
Mancini is pondering
calling it quits after losing two consecutive
fights.
"Right now it doesn't
look good," Mancini

said. "Boxing has been
good to me, I'd like to
think I've been good for
boxing. I've sure tried."
Mancini required 27
stitches to close four
cuts, but Dave Wolf, his
manager, said Mancini
went to a party following the hospital
treatment.
Mancini's father, Lenny, a former lightweight

contender himself, and
Wolf thought Mancini
should go on to other
things after a five-year
career in which he won
29 fights and lost three.
"If it was up to me,I'd
tell him to forget about
it," said Lenny Mancini.
Mancini, who failed in
his effort to win back the
lightweight crown
Bramble toolc from him

last June by a 14thround knockout in Buffalo, N.Y., was cut early
and couldn't see out of
his left eye'after Bramble's punches swelled it
shut in the eighth round.
But Mancini rallied
late in the fight to pull
within one point on all
three cards of the
ringside judges. The ef-

fort won him some attack throughout the
respect from the fight but Bramble apchampion.
peared to land punches
"I don't think more often and more efanybody can give me a fectively than the
fight like that," said challenger. Bramble
Bramble, who unlike rocked Mancini with
Mancini was unmarked combinations to the
after the gruelling bout. head on several occa"Ray fought with a lot of sions and also scored
heart, he just wasn't go- well to the body.
ing to quit."
A computer analysis
Mancini pressed the of the fight used by

Home Box Office showed that Bramble connected with 674 of 1,220
punches while Mancini
landed 381 of 1,349
punches.
"I ,knew I won the
fight, Ray Mancini
knew I won the fight,"
Bramble said of. the
close decision. "There's
no way they could take
the fight from me."

Hot-shot Mullin scores 31 to lead No. 1 St.John's past DePaul
The Associated Press
When a St. John's
basketball game is on
the line, so, it seems, is
Chris Mullin.
The 6-6 senior converted 10 of 11 free
throws and all seven of
his floor shots in scoring
24 of his season-high 31
points in the second half
Sunday as No. 1-ranked
St. John's defeated
DePaul 93-80, thanks to

a late 22-5 burst.
"I took better shots
the second half," Mullin
said after leading the
22-1 Redmen to their
17th consecutive victory, the nation's
longest winning streak.
"I knew I had to try and
get the ball a bit closer,
that I had to make
things happen."
There were several
close calls among the

The CJ and
your hometown newspaper.
Perfect go-togethers.
Right here, in the pages of this paper,is a good look at what's going on close by.
When you subscribe to The Courier-Journal, too, you have an even wider view of things. Everyday,
you'll get state and regional news from nine exclusive CJ bureaus throughout Kentucky and Southern
Indiana. And you'll get in-depth coverage of events around the notion and around the world.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL BARGAIN OFFER
Its a great deal on same-day mail delivery of the daily Courier-Journal. Please call 1-800-292-6568
for more information without obligation.

••

Just the things you wantto know,
all rolled into one.
CJ.

EVEFCYDAY.
This money-savingIbargaia offer expires March 2, 1985.
14.1 iscomosid wiser,sorrier fieNwoy is available
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higher-ranked teams
over the weekend, but
the only losers in The
Associated Press Top
Ten were sixth-ranked
Georgia Tech, which
bowed to Virginia 62-55,
and No. 10 Kansas, a
72-70 victim of Iowa
State.
Elsewhere, it was No.
2 Georgetown 87, Providence 73; No. 3
Michigan 66, Minnesota
64; fourth -ranked
Oklahoma 88, Missouri
84; No. 5 Memphis State
70, Florida State 68,
seventh-rated Duke 81,
Notre Dame 69, No. 8
Syracuse 72, LSU 64 and
ninth-ranked Southern
Methodist 72 Louisville
64.
In the Second Ten,
Michigan tate upended
No. 11 Iowa 57-55, North
Carolina State beat No.

Top 20
Results
By The Associated Press
How the Associated Press Top 20
college basketball teams fared this
week:
No. 1, St John's 122-11 beat Columbia 68-49: beat Pittsburgh 84-63;
beat DePaul 93-80
No. 2. Georgetown 123-2) beat
VUlanova 57-60; beat Providence
87-73
No it Michigan (20-3) beat Iowa
56-52: beat Minnesota 66-64.
No 4, Oklahoma (21.41 beat Iowa
State 104.76: beat Missouri 88-84.

No. 5. Memphis State (19-2) beat
Cincinnati e8-65. beat Florida State
70-68.
No, S. Georgia Tech (18-5) lost to
Virginia 4112-66.
No /, Duke' (18-4) beat Stetson
94-51: beat Notre Dame 81-69
No 8, Syracuse (19-4) beat Pro.
vidence 82-76; beat Seton Hall
94-82; beat Louisiana State 76-64
No. 9. Southern Methodist 120-5
lost to Baylor 94-90, -heat Texas
A&M 8119; beat Louisville 72-64
No. 10. Kansas (2116) lost to
Missouri 63-56; lost to Iowa State
72.70.
No 11, Iowa (19-6) lost to
Michigan 56-52: lost to Michigan
State 57-55.
No. 12. Loulstamt Tech 122-21 beat
Southwestern Louisiana 83.76, OT.
beat McNeese State 59-58

No. 13, North Carolina (19-61 beat
Maryland 60-54. lost to North
Carolina State 85.76
No 14, Nevada-Las Vegas (19.3)
beat California-Irvine 90-89
No. IS. Tulsa
19-41 beat
Creighton 78-63.
No IS. Villanova (15-81 lost to
Georgetown 57-60, lost to Boston
College 6341.
No IT, Illinois 120-71 beat Northwestern 64-42. beat Wisconsin
68-49
No 18, Oregon State (18-51 beat
Washington State 69-49: lost to
Washington 60-45.
No 19, Alabama-Birmingham
(21-61 lost to Virginia Commonwealth 67-53.
No 20. Maryland (19-9) lost to
North Carolina 6044, lost to Clem.
son 7144

13 North Carolina 85-76, siana Teen 59, McNeese half until Mullin made
Boston College shaded State 58; No. j4 Nevada- two free throws with
No. 16 Villanova 62-61, Las Vegas 99, Cal-Irvine 12:36 left. A 10-0 spurt,
Washington trounced 89; No. 15 Tulsa 78, with Mullin contributing
No. 18 Oregon State Creighton 63 and No. 17 six straight points, put
60-45 and Clemson Illinois 68, Wisconsin 49. the Redmen ahead
knocked off No. 20
St. John's, playing at 83-68.
Maryland 71-64. home, trailed DePaul
Georgetown, 23-2, usElsewhere in the Second 38-34 at halftime as
Ten, it was No. 12 Loui- 7-foot Bill Wennington ed a 14-0 run midway
was hampered by three through the first half to
early fouls and Mullin break open- its game at
made only two of 10 Providence. The defenshots. The score was ding NCAA champions
WE LCOME WAGON
tied four times in the se- got 20 points from -RegWANTS TO VISIT YOU ARV
cond half but the gie Williams and 16 each
Redmen didn't take from Patrick Ewing and
Just engaged? New parent? V'
their first lead of the David Wingate.
Moved? I'd like to visit you with
useful gifts-and information. I'll
also bring cards you can redeem for more gifts at local
businesses. It's a friendly visit
Certified Public Accountant
to help you get answers about
town: goods and services. All
*Income Tax Preparation.
_•
free le you.
•Financial Statement Preparation

STEVEN G. SACORA

94-ko0i3ort

Kathryn Outland
Hostess
753-3079
Ingoborg King Asat.
492-8348

Phone (502)382-2773
for consultation
(Will MaktHouse Cells)
Located 2 miles south of Lynnville, Ky.
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Dairymen hurt by USDA's scale-down of UHT milk plan
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The U.S.
Agriculture Department has scaled back a
program through which
40,000 metric tons of
ultra-high-temperature
milk was to be
distributed abroad, and
a Louisville-based
cooperative that makes
the milk is feeling the
financial pinch.
Dairymen's Inc. —
which has about 7,700
members in Kentucky

•

and 16 other states,
most of them in the
Southeast —.was among
three U.S. -Processors
expected to benefit from
a section of the 1984
farm bill that called on
the government to purchase and ship the UHT
milk to needy countries.
The product, which
lasts about six months
without refrigeration, is
pasteurized under
temperatures much
higher than those used

In normal pasteurization. It has been common in Europe for
several years but is selling poorly in the United
States.
Dairymen's opened
its $16 million UHT
plant at Savannah, Ga.,
In 1982, hoping to give its
farmer members
another outlet for their
milk. But the plant
reported losses of ;12
million in 1983 and a
"significant" sum in

1984. Those losses and
other co-op expenses
are made up through
deductions on the
members' milk checks,
cutting into profits of
the individual farmers.
The overseas distribution program was envisioned as a means of expanding the market for
UHT milk, but USDA officials were -skeptical
about the project and
apparently found
enough leeway in the

farm bill to trim the ship than powdered said it would take about
costs the military about
test.
milk because of its 15 percent of the Savan- 22 cents to
.25 cents,
"I personally have weight; UHT milk con- nah plant's capacity to
compared with 15 cents
reservations" about the tains about 90 percent supply 40,000 metric
to 1S cents for regular
plan, said Indulis Kan- water. But the plan's ra- tons of UHT milk over
milk, according to
citis, director of the tionale was to send UHT the two-year term of the
Gossner Foods, which
USDA office handling milk to places where project. Plants in Utah
makes the product at
the overseas. program. supplies of safe drinking and California also
Logan, Utah. But
"Before we ship 40,000 water are limited.
would sell UHT milk to Gossner and other
metric tons, I want to
Kancitis said it would the government for the makers say using UHT
know whether it's going cost the government program, and all 'supmilk reduces waste.
to work."
about $40 million to ship pliers were to be paid
The military, which
Critics have noted the the UHT milk to Africa, with conventional dairy
uses the product for
UHT milk is more ex- a probable destination. products from governfield maneuvers, propensive than powdered The milk would cost $27 ment stockpiles.
bably has doubled its
milk and costs more to million and transportaMakers of UHT milk use of the product since
tion costs would be.$13 have received some 1982 and
is expected to
million.
help from the military. purchase more than 20
The agency, he said, which has dramatically million cartons
in 1985,
is shipping less than 400 increased its purchases accordin
g to Ralph
metric tons under the of the product since Graves. vice president
scaled back test to Haiti 1982.
of Real Fresh Inc. of
and Tanzania.
An 8-ounce carton of Visalia. Calif., another
A Dairymen's official UHT milk generally maker.
spokeswoman,
Patrick B. Healy, the
Donaileen Dondero, federation's chief
exsaid Wednesday that the ecutive officer, said
the
detailed report was "ad- administration's dairy
quired from the plan "will
create
(Capitol) Hill" after dangerous price
indrafts of the administra- stability" for producers
Winners have been and a .7-inch fat coverReserve carcass
tion's proposed farm bill and consumer
announced for the West ing, and was fourth in champion was Emily
s.
were circulated to
""This administration Kentucky Market Hog the carcass contest. The Beeler, a youth particiselected members of has been intent
on Show and Carcass Con- reserve grand cham- pant from Caneyville,
Congress: The final bill eliminating the dairy tes-t r- held at the pion
on foot was 25th in with an entry with a
is expected to be of- support program from Livestock Show and Ex- the carcass
contest with loin-eye area of 7.7
ficially announced next the very first day in
of- position Center Monday. a 6.1-inch loin-eye area square inches and .5 fat.
week.
Winner of the on-foot and .8 fat covering.
fice," he said. "Every
A total of 89 hogs were
move on the dairy issue hog show was the Frank
The carcass contest entered in the show
has been in that Sunrise Farm, Guthrie, winner was Eric sponsored by the state
which had the grand Williams, a youth par- Department of
direction."
Healy said Budget champion and reserve ticipant from La Center, Agriculture, the
Director David A. grand champion. The whose entry had an Agricultural Extension
Stockman was recently grand champion had a 8.4-square-inch loin-eye Service and Murray
Block said state pro- quoted as saying he - 7.8-inch. loin-eye area area and .5 fat.
State University.
grams to help farmers couldn't make a living
appear to be catching Milking cows growing
on, including efforts in up on a Michigan taw,
Minnesota, Illinois, so he changed to a new
Iowa and elsewhere.
line of work.
"It is clear he doesn't
The remodeled credit
plan allows bankers to want anyone else to
write down enough of a make a decent living
25 lb. Bag Reg. $9.95
farmer's loan principal milking cows, either,"
or interest to bring Healy said.
"The administration
payments within reach,
Mk return for federal has no intention of hurloan guarantees on a ting the dairy producer,
50 Lb. Bag Reg. $17.99
po.rtitin of the loan the solid, good dairy
producer that's out
amount.
there now," said Gene
It also includes Hemphill,• a spokesman
$1
emergency help in the for Agriculture
form of Farmers Home Secretary John Block.
Adminfstration "If there is any stateguarantees of up to 90 ment that we are intent
percent on new on ruining the program
operating loans to they are just not true."
farmers whose lenders
Hemphill declined to
have failed and who comment on the adhave been unable to find ministration's specific
a new "credit home."
proposals for the dairy
Industrial Road
program, saying they
753-1423
will be released in a
week or so.

Cuts in milk support price proposed
WASHINGTON (AP) payment system begin- Further reductions in ring Oct. 1, 1987, similar
the basic milk price sup- to programs in effect for
port Tate are included in key crops, including
an administration plan wheat, corn and cotton.
to wind down the
Under the target
government's $1.5 system, when market
billion-a-year dairy pro- prices Pf a commodity
gram by 1991, says the fall below a specified
National Milk Pro- level, payments are
ducers Federation,
made to help mhke up
The plan then calls for -the difference.
a shift to a "target
For many years, the
price" and direct- government has sup-

ported the price of milk
at the farm level by having the Agriculture
Department buy up
surplus butter, cheese
and non-fat dry milk. As
a result, until milk output began declining last
year, the government
wound up owning record
stockpiles of those food
items.
A federation

Hog show winners announced

Block defends farmers, urges help
WASHINGTON IAP)
— Agriculture
. Secretary John R. Block
defends farmers as
American heroes who
deserve a helping hand,
but he says the federal
government has reached its limit and it's time
for others — including
states and banks — to
assist.
In one such effort,
banks will be able to
begin Monday to "write
down" or reduce interest rates on farm
operating loans. The interest write-down is
part of a new credit
package announced last
week.
"I urge them (the
banks) to go to it and get
the job done," Block
told reporters Thursday. "The time for planting is very close at
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can be offered.
Block was asked how
he felt about
Stockman's assertions
that farmers cannot expect the government to
bail them out every time
they get in financial
trouble.
"I've said myself that
the federal government
has done a great deal
and we need to look to
someone else to reach
out and be helpful,"
Blosirsaid. "That's why
I've encouraged states
and banks and others
to try to lend a helping
hand."
However, Block added that the federal
government has "pretty
well reached the limit,
at least at this point in
time" and that "now it's
time for someone else to
try it."

Southern States

Sunflower Bird Feed
$795

499
All Bird
Feeders

25% Off

Year crop yields may set records

the
!int

the
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ake

WASHINGTON (AP)
— .The world is bulging
with record harvests of
major crops, including
food grains and
oilseeds, says a new
report by the
Agriculture
Department.
If 1984-85 crops in the
Southern Hemisphere

turn out as indicated United States is a key Argentina, the harvest
currently, global pro- factor in world crop was put at 12.7 million
duction records could be totals. Conditions in tons, 3 percent more
set for wheat, coarse other countries, than last year.
grains, rice, oilseeds however, have a direct
Wheat production in
and cotton.
bearing on future U.S. the European ComThe latest analysis exports and prices munity, notably in
was issued Tuesday by received by American France. was indicated
the department's farmers.
at a record 76 million
Foreign Agricultural
tons.
W4eat production in
Service. As usual, the
The Soviet Union's
1984T5 was estimated at
wheat
crop, by coma record 513.5 million
parison, was reported at
metric tons, up 5 per75 million tons, and
cent from last season.
China's at 85.5 million
The U.S. crop, which
tons.
was harvested last sumLooking at coarse
mer, was put at 70.6
grains, which include
WASHINGTON (AP) short-lived as new finan- million metric tons, up corn, sorghum, oats and
— It may be many mon- cial problems arose, from 65.9 million in barley, the report said
ths, perhaps dears, and the industry has yet 1983-84.
1984-85 production may
before consumers see a to get back on an even
A metric ton, the in- be a record 796.9 million
significant boost in the keel.
Aernational standard, is tons, 15 percent more
movement of beef from
The annual report, about 2,205 pounds and than last year. The U.S.
farms and ranches to which included beef and is equal to 36.7 bushels hart'est. reflecting a
supermarket counters, dairy cattle, showed of wheat or soybeans, or return to bumper corn
according to new inven- that the 1984 calf crop 39.4 bushels of corn.
yields last fall, was 237
tory figures by the declined 3 percent to
Australia's wheat million tons, up from
Agriculture 42.5 million. It was also crop was estimated at 137.1 million tons in
Department.
about 2 percent smaller 18.5 million tons, down 1983-84. Corn made up
As of Jan. 1, the cattle than a mid-year report 16 percent from last 194.3 million tons of the
Inventory stood at 109.8 indicated last July.
seaon's record. In total U.S. coarse grains.
million head,a 3 percent
drop from a year earlier
and the lowest level
since 1968, the department said Monday.
Save on Feed, Seed,
Further, analysts said
"reduced beef replaceFertilizer and Pet Supplies
ment heifer and cow inventories suggest a further 'decline this year."
Drought in some parts
'Lay Pellets
of the country, along
'Pig Starter Pellets
with high interest rates
'Rabbit Pellets
and credit problems,
*Protein Supplement Pellets
have plagued farmers
e
'Dog Feed Pellets
and ranchers in recent
years. With ,profit
•Horse Feed Pellets
margins reduced or
erased altogether, there
has not been much in...Keeping Calloway County
centive for expansion.
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Cattle inventory declines,
little growth anticipated
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hand."
Block also disputed a
contention by budget
director David A.
Stockman that farmers
are to blame for a large
part of their troubles
and that some may be
fbrced out of business
because "that is the way
a dynamic economy
works."
"I don't agree with
the way Mr. Stockman
characterizes the
American farmer,"
Block said. "Most of the
problems that
American farmers face
today — and I stress,
most of them — were
not made by the
American farmer."
Farmers "are
valiantly struggling" to
make it through the current financial storm and
need whatever help that

Cattle inventories
peaked at more than 132
million head in 1975, but
producers cut back
sharply for Several
Years aWmarkets sagged. A subsequent
rebuilding effort was

PROFILE '85!
The Ledger & Times will
publish its third annual Profile
section on February 28th.
\.
Profile is designed to allow
each Murray business to be
represented through ads (at a
\ special low rate) and news
\ stories.
Profile will be distributed to
/ every Murray household and will
be available for visitors at the
Chamber of Commerce.
Don't be left out.
Call today to be included in the
extra special edition.

Murray Ledger
& Times
Advertising "
753-1916

Grain in Calloway County
and Savings in your Pocket...

-

Buchanan Feed & Seed
Industrial Road

753-5378
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By Abigail
Van Buren

4N1
Husband's Way of Keeping
Warm Puts Chill in Marriage

•

DEAR ABBY:The football season
is over, but the score is not yet
settled. Please tell me who made my
husband look bad.(IT call him Joe.I
- Joe and I. both in our mid-40/,
attended a football game. Knowing
how cold it can'get toward evening,
I wore a worm coat and urged Joe to
do likewise. He insisted he would
not get cold and wore a light windbreaker. .Fortunately. I took a
blanket along-just in case. Sure
enough,the game was barely started
when Joe got cold,so I gave him the
blanket.
- - Meanwhile a Young woman in her
inid-2ns that we know only by sight
sat down beside my husband..She
was wearing only a sweatshirt and
a pair of jeans, and kept commenting on how cold it was.
At halftime I went for coffee.
When I returned, I found my husband and this young woman under
the blanket! They didn't even notice
that I had returnedd After being
ignored for about 15 minutes, I
excused myself with a headache and
went to the car.
I later learned that while I was
gone,-Jcits-boss • came- by and-rrrisook. itre young -woman - under the
blankk for our married daughter,
and when he learned she wasn't, he
was startled.
Now Joe blames me for going to
the car and making him Iodic bad.
He. said his boss has been acting
cool to him ever since.
Abby. I say if my husband looked
bad under the blanket-with-a-woman
he hardly knew. with 'me.gone, he
would have looked bad with me
there. What do you say?
NO NAMESI PLEASE'
DgAR NO NAMES: I say you
made your point. Your husband
was out of bounds; he's lucky
you didn't kick him in the end
zone.

DEAR ABBY. May I respond to
. "Seeing Red," whose husband together with his sisters gave theirparents. _a portrait of -just them- .

selves" for Christmas. All were
grown and married with children.
but no spouses or children were
included in .this portrait.
"Seeing Red" should see the *ht.
Today, with divorce practically
epidemic, married children are wise
to give their parents a portrait of
"just themselves"-sans spouses.
Divorces occur in the best of
families, then subsequent marriages
usually take place and stepchildren
are added, but the immediate family
never changes.
I speak from experience. We have
four grown children. They have all
been married and divorced. Three
have since remarried.
I do not have one recent picture of
all four children without *their
spouses, and I don't care to display
pictures with ex-mates who are no
longer members of this family.Some
divorces are less bitter than others,
but none are so painless that I.
would enjoy looking at their pictures.
I hope "Seeing Red" sees this.
SEEING REALITY
DEAR SEEING: I hope so too.
_
•• •

DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to -Firefighter's Wife," who was
upset by the complaints she heard
about the sirens and lights of the
volunteer fire trucks. Her husband
is-a volunteer fireman and--puts-his
life on the line for no pay.
4 live-in a very small town,and we
also have a volunteer fire company.
When the siren sounds,My children
run to me and we hold each other
arid say a prayer for the firemen and
for whoever it is who needs them.
The siren is a time to reflect on those
in need and those who may sacrifice
their-lives.
Not everyone in a community is
ungrateful. She just ran into the
"one bad apple."
GRATEFUL IN
MILLSBORO, DEL
S's

W workers strike of GE
in 4th day; no talks slated
EVENDALE, Ohio
AP 1- = A strike overunresolved grievances
by General Electric Co.
workers entered its
fourth day today, with
no negotiations
scheduled.
Some 1,100 United
Auto Workers members
walked off the job Friday evening at the
suburban Cincinnati
plant that makes jet
engines. Strikers have
declined to discuss
reasons for their action.
One picketer said he
didn't "really know all
the reasons - we all
work in different
buildings and one place
is maybe worse than
others."
Poilice said things
were quiet on the picket
lines after a Hamilton
County Common Pleas
judge issued an order
Saturday allowing just
two pickets at most of
the plant's 10 gates. The
order also barred
strikers from intimidating workers
entering or leaving the
gates.
"Things(on the picket
tine) are moving
smoothly today," Evendale police officer
Walter Cordes said Sunday. "There are two
pickets at most gates
and they are letting cars
in and out. It (the court
order) ' makes a big
difference."
No talks have been
scheduled to try to
resolve the
disagreements, GE
spokesman William
Black said Sunday.
General Electric is
the area's major
employer and has major
contracts with the U.S.
Air Force, including
engines for the B-18
bomber, the F-16
fighters and spare parts
work on the F-4 and
C-5A planes. The Evendale plant has a
workforce of 15,000, of

C

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Notice

2

2 .Notice

iDon't be a l
heartbreaker

which 5,800 are hourly
-employeee.---------Local 647, representing 4.400 workers,
struck late Friday over
unresolved grievances.
International AssociaHave
tion of Machinists Local
regotar
medical
912, representing nearly
1.300 GE workers, pro- chec"Ps
mised to honor the 111193.
About 300 people
working on special
AMeiriCan Head
Assodiat101
assignments and not
covered by a union contract reported to work
Saturday, Black said.
Sunday is not a regular OUR -Dot Ceramics,
Open Mon.-Sat. Classes
production day, Black 2p.m.-10p.m.
Tues. &
said.
Thurs. 474-2708.
John Nickell, district
representative for the
Jim Suiter & Jerry
International AssociaHenry will be in our
tion of Machinists, said
about 1,250 of his
showroom from
members did not cross
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
the picket lines.
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
"We have some of the
PURDOM
same problems UAW is
MOTORS,
INC.
having, but we did make
Olds Pont Cad -Buick
some progress last week
on our grievances. We
plan to keep talking with
them, but we don't rule GLASS work, a comout a strike by our plete line of glassNrepair
& replacement work for
union," Nickell said.
William Adams, UAW the car, home and
business. Install auto
Local 647 president, said glass, fix storm winhe was ready to dows, trtorm doors,
negotiate with the com- 'wood and thetasT_) sash
pany at any time over windows. MitTors and
glass table tops, patio
the unresolved door glass and'
glass "for
grievances.
fireplaces replaced.
Store
front glass, stor
The UAW previously
metal doors and
has filed objections to front
closers replaced. Door
GE's decision to subcon- weather strips, and
tract the manufacture some home improveof components for jet ment work. Plus store
engines. Adams said the fixtuye work, glass
shelves, display cases,
UAW contract at Even- stands, racks
and decor
dale prohibits subcon- mirrors made to
tracted work. Black specification. M&G
disagreed, saying sub- Complete Glass Co..
Dixieland Center. Ph.
contracting always has .753-0180.
been an issue with the
union.
Do Something Nice
• "There are 36,000
For Yourself.
parts to a jet engine and
Call
BIBLE CALL
there is no way all of
759-4444
those components can
Children's Tape
be produced in one
place," said Black.
759-4445
•

THE FAR SIDE

5. Lost and Found
MEDIUM dog, golden
rust color with green
collar (has name &
phone no.) Answers to
Jessie. Reward offered.
Lost in vicinity of
coldwater Rd. Call 7530692.

WE TAKE
THE CAKE
Balloon Bouquets, Fruit
Baskets, GorNla-Grams,
Rent-a-Clown. Cakes,
Catering, Free Delivery.
753-9280

Wirlr
ballbear
tice -Cl
coated,
stars, S
butter
Rogers
9673.

6. Help Wanted

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

ELECTRICIAN
24. Mi

- Journeyman w/exparlance
be
prepared to take
practical *um Murray area project.
P.O. Box 1040-S

JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Reasonable
rates. Call for an appointment 438-2524 or
436-5496.

rmr-Tr)

tain, 3 hi
$1.59 ca
Coast to

HEMET
cup me

needed
reduce'
Coast
.Hardwar

EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment. o
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332.
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
GOVERNMENT Jobs.
$1 5,000•$50,000/year
possible. All occupations. How to
find.Call 805-487-6000
Ext. R-8155 to find out
how.
luPEATfTM;WRClub needs professional
commissioned salespeople
to sell club memberships, prospects furnished. Excellent
working conditions.
Must be energetic, enthusiastic & clean cut.
Call Larry Sutter 9-5
daily, 502-342-8652.
KENLAKE State Re,
sort Park is currently
putting together a rile of
local entertainers. If
you sing, dance, call
square -dances, perform
magic, tend bar, teach'
fishing techniques or
have almost any unique
talent and would like to
be considered for part
time employment mail
your resume (no phone
calls please) to Joe
West, recreation director, Kenlake State Resort Park, Rt. 1. Hardin.
Ky. 42048.
WANTED,0 15 yr. old
interested in babysitting. References required. Call 753-8184
after 5p.m

Heavy
duty
shocks, lifetime
warranty.

25% Off
-Buy 3
1 Get FREEECONOMY

TM-Tic

with leg
bar & Ia
759.9926.
NEW we
sale, nel
Call 759-1
SEASON
oak, hi
hardwo
'delivered
ricks. Cl
753-0338.
S
frigerat,
new baby
beds, reg
seat am
759-4194 o
TWIN be
$125.
:
$7500. Gr
Must Sell

&

TIRE
753-0588
NEW credit card! No
one refused. Visa/ Mastercard. Call
1-16191-569-0242.
NORTH 641 Craft &
Flea Market, Murray,
Ky..Now open weekends
(spaces available). For
information call 7534566.

I FOR SALE
Remodeled Country Home. Easy 12
Mile Drive from
Murray
with
Barns, Pastures,,
Woodlots
and
Stream. 5 or 76
Acres.
Call 474-8029

Clot
Vest
Ope
Tod
Up

•

DAIRYMAN
NEEDED

REDUCE safe & fag
with GoBese capsules &
E-Vap "water pills"
Holland Drug.
SEE Domino's Pizzas
valuable coupon in the
yellow pages of- the
Murray Calloway
County phone book__

By GARY1ARSON

20. Spa

With experience.
Trailer available.
1-554-4550
9. Situation Wanted

IF YQU DON'T HELP ME
wiTN MY HOMEWORK
I'M GOING TO SUE YOU

UJNERE'S
RI6NT(
YOUR
....,.
ATTORNec WILL
YOUR
1 HERE
NEVER UNDERSTAND
ATTORNEY'
THIS CASE...

RAULING of all kinds,
clean attics, basements
& garages. Haul garbage in county. Free
estimates. Call after
5:30p.m. 437-4568.
SEWING- alterations,
babysitting, ironing. All
my work's guaranteed.
All types of tailoring. I
have an answering
machine so. for any of
these services cali
Barbara 759-1836.
WILL do babysitting in
my home day & night.
Call 753-600,

Need Auto Ser'Vice? Brake,
shock, tuneups, balance,
alignment, mufflers, tail pipes.
Call

THAT WONT BOTHER
HIM _A BIT !

"1r

ECONOMY
TIRE
753-8500

10. Business Opportunity

5. Lost and Found
LOST calico cat wearing yellow collar with
lEggITTUTTIFor7FAMTIT
of Broad &- Sycamore,
yellow male cat, wearing white collar. Family
pet, loved 81 missed
very much. On medication, .been lost for 1
week. If anyone has him
please release him so he
can come home. Call
753-6309.

"Well, the Porkers ore dead.... You had to
encourage them to take thirds, didn't you?"

ACROSS
se

985 UfWed

1 Light, strong

AND WHEN ARE You
GoisIG OW A DIET,
STOPPING YOUR
BOOZING,CUTTING
OUT PiCKING ON ME,
AND JoINING THE
HUMAN' RACE ./

novi-i,A,T 15
'THE
C4EETION

wood
6 Get up
11 Boredom
12 Parent
14 For example:
tabby
1,Fuel
17 Withered
18 Succor
20 Strainer
23 Noise
24 Projecting tooth
26 Water numph
28 Latin
conjunction
29 Bar legally
31 Shooting stars
33 Nobleman
35 Trade for
money
36 Deem

39 Cowboy
competition
42 Exists
43 Backless seat
45 Dispatched
46 Priest's
vestment
48 Go in
So Cheer
51 tountry of Asia
53 Bad
55 Coroner: abbr.
56 Moves about
furtively
59 Click beetle
61 Falls in drops
62 Repulse

2

3

5

14
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0

8

9

111

15. Articlei for Sale
REARS king-size bed. 5
yr. old, excellent condition, $600. Call 759-9928.
711117711r71 e
rrTTM-anIle

SI
0

K

10
13

111

A
A

9 Lean-to
7

12

11

0
0

A

A.

V
A
0 ElIS
P
S
7 Artificial
language
8 Possessive
pronoun

6

H

0

A

1 Starts
2 Paid notice
3 Brim
4 Petitions
5 With force
6 Forenoon
4

AVOCADO appliances.
Need washer, dryer,
ereetric range & refrigerator, all in good
condition. Call 436-5806.

A

0
A

10 Weirder
1 Plague
3 Leases
6 Athletic group
19 Tropical fruit: pl
21 Contends
22 Diner
25 Urges on
27 Birthplace of
Apollo
•
30 Talk idly
32 More ancient
34 King of blasts
36 Faces of clocks
37 Land
surrounded
•
by water
38 Memorandum
40 Glossy paint
41 Additional

NUN IIIUUNMI NIUU
II
ill IIUUUII 1111
III
II liU•UU
Ill U
44 Prying device
NUUN NURU
47
EH
Id ill
kiln
NU NUUUN NUUU
NUN NU MN NUU
kill
WI
filUUN WI 58 Steamship:
abbr.
% WWI III
WI
60 Symbol for
tellurium
IiiUUUU

If it

quanity. Super Buy. Call
492-8849.
WHIRLPOOL.heavy duty
washer with 4 cycles
Only $6.00 per week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595.
WETREPOZT1=1
1 re.
frigerator with textured
steel door. Only $8.00 per
week. Rudolph Goodyear
753-0595.

T 0

SI

hay.
Call
keno
yaws
Answ
Prey;

16. Home Furnishings
heavy dutyWHIRLPO
dryer with 3 temp selec•
lIons. Only $4.00 per
wee*. Rudolph Goodyear.
753.0695.

KA'
COM)

OFFICE
FURNITURE

--

South African
Dutchman
49 Irritate
52 Capuchin
monkey
54 OnCe around
track
57 Knights of
Pythias: abbr

TAW
PIWAW:Wf
_ 104WWWW,Y
ATP,.1,134104.044 PrAW/T1Wro.

Lec
753.

1 4. Want to Buy

VA/

P4.4

E

DOWN

unsuitable
1

A

•

13. For 'Sale or Trade

Answer to Previous Puzzle
A
S
M0
A
AllA ain
0
A

Corn

GEORGE Hodge and
Son. We buy trade and
sell used furniture,
appliances and TV's.
For sale: used freezers,
refrigerators, ranges,
washers & dryers, used
bunk beds,- regular
beds. bedroom suites,
dinette suited. couch &
chair sets, odd chairs &
couches, shelves &
bookcases, pots, pans
and dishes. 810 Dixieland
Shopping Center.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
e

alloy

OWN your own jeanspon.tswear, ladies
boutique, or children's
store. National brands..
$15,500 includes $9,175
inventory,. fixtur.es,
trafning,• accessories
and more.. Call now'
Mr. Tate 704-274-5965.

I.D. tags. Edinborough
Dr. area. Call 753-6931.

WHAT V
WAS
THAT?!

5p

Desks, files, chairs,
folding tables. etc

CRYTS USED
4 OFFICE
FURNITURE

•

1016 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-4302

4
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

I

len
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53-

20. Sports Equipment

24. Miscellaneous

25. Business Services

NUNCHAKUS
ballbearing, $12. Practice ,chuks, rubber
coated, $6. Throwing
stars, Samurai swords,
butter fly kinives.
Rogers Gun Shop 759
9673.

WHIRLPOOL microwave
oven with 700 watts cooking power, Only $4.50
week. Rudolph Goodyear.
753-0696.

FOR advertising TWO bedroom, couple or AKC Brittany Spaniel
specialties, calendars, couple with one child, all puppies. Call 753-0874.
magnetic signs, and electric, by East School. REGISTERED AKC
political campaign $135 per month. Call 753- Collie puppies, 6 weeks
materials, call Jim 5405 after 5 PM.
old. Ready for new
Cain, Murray, Ky.
homes. Call 759 1867.
Phone (502) 759-1602 29. Heating and Cooling
You feel no pain when
ALLADIN kerosene 43. Real Estate
you btrit from Cain."
heaters, 10,000 & 7,600 RANK
of Murray & Fm
BTU'S. Cali 769-1401
H.A. repossessed proMIKE HODdE'S
perties. Other listings,
30. Business Rentals
TAX SERVICE
Murray-Calloway Co.
Enrolled To Practice
FOR lease, 604 Olive Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
Before The IRS. Bachelor
St., 3,000 sq. ft. of office 753-8146 or Ron Talent
Degree in Accounting at
space. 3 months free 753-9894.
rent with 3 yr. lease.
Murray State 8 years of
Call collect . Wayne 44. Lots for Sale
experience preparing In
Mayes 502-582-1400.
1 ACRE lot with septic
dividual, Business. Partner
tank. well, 30x30 shop
ship, and Corporate
with half bath. East of
returns. Low rates and
Mini
Murray. Call 436-5570.
hundreds of satisfied
Warehouse
I LOTS for sale, apclients. Now preparing
proximately 1 acre,
returns day or bight call
Storage Space --near
Land Between the
759-1425
for
an
Rent
For
Lakes. Asking $7,000.
appointment.
Call 802-468-2075.

FTRE logs, Pine Mountain. 3 hour, multi color,
$1.59 case of 6 $8.59.
Coast to Coast.
ROOVER special, dust
cup model. No bags
needed. Reg. $159.99
reduced to $129.99.
Coast to Coast
,Hardware.

Richard W. Jones
Tax Service
Confidential professional
service. BS M accounting
with 14 years experience
in preparing personal
business and farm returns
94 West and
Oaks Road
CaN 753-3215 for appointment day or night

JCP exercise bench,
with leg lift, chinning
bar & Tat bar, $250. Call
759-9926.
NEW wedding gown for
sale, never been worn.
Call 759-1551.
SEASONED firewood.
oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
'delivered. MM. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
STEREO cabinet, refrigerator, solid oak
new baby bed $325, Mink
beds, regular beds, love
seat and carpet. Call
759-4194 or 753-7746.
TWIN beds and dresser,
$125.
Mobile Home,
$7500. Grand Prix, $950.
Must Sell. Call 753-5292.

JOYCr Noel Tax Service. Short forms still
$7.50, long forms $15
and up (includes
Federal & State). In
home service for
elderly or shut-ins. Call
489-2440 between 8a.m.8p.ni. for appointment
or information.
RESUME disertationword processing. Professionaly prepared and
returned to you by mall.
Excutive Secretarial
Service, Lexington Ky.
606-276-4523.
SRMLEY DAVIS TAR
SERVICE- Federal and
state tax returns
prepared your place or
mine. No extra charge!
Eree pickup and delivery. Phone 436-5574.

24. Miscellaneous
•
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25. Business Services

GOLD S. SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA

Retin.

753

7113

buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 108 Doily. 12 5 Sunday

We

Ufa
sitre 184

1982 14 x 62 BUCCANEER; 2- BR, I -bath,
partially furnished. Serious inquiries only.
After 6p.m. 753-6785.
1983 MOUNTAIN Brook
14x84, 2 BR, 1 large
bath, all electric, partially furnished. 1 owner, bought new August
'83. 753-0109, after 4p.m
474-2374. Will sell for
payoff.
73 CRITERION- 12x60, 2
BR, 1 bath, partially
furnished. Moving must
sell.- 'Phone 759-1608
after 5p.m.
.

Ot 3 BR. furnished,
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
FOR rent, mobile home.
furnished, nice. Virgil
Reding, Hwy 641 1 mile
from Hazel, Ky. Call
492-8306. Rent. $150
month, $300 deposit.
-ITFe7171117
rVER
-Zirno e
home, water & appliances furnished.
Couples only. No pets.
Central heat & air, T.V.
tower, Call 492-8348

Crimplinnonts

Dne

foe

•

Place Your Classified
Across Kentu4ky
for just

$99
(20 words)
$5 per word charge for more than 20 words

ents

ree
!ter

The Kentucky Statewide Classified
allows your classified advertisement to appear
in Kentucky Press Association
member newspapers throughout the
Commonwealth. Start Your Classified -Today!
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All
)ed
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Contact

itY
an
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175 es,
les

The Murray,
Ledger & Times
753-1916

KENTUCKY
STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED
PROGRAM

le

trrd
Lnd
re,

es.
sed
ar
es.

Rets:S.up_pli-ii.s..__

753-1492

27. Mobile Homes tor -Sale

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday 304.50
Yesterday
6.33
Opened
Opened
Today
305.50
Today
6.31
Up
1.00
Down
.02

28. Mobile Halle& for .Rent

45. Farms for Sale
APPROXIMATELY 14
acres all cleared, large
I BR basement apt. All
pond, fenced & plenty of
utilities & cable furroad frontage. Located
nished. See at 1625
1 block off Hwy 94
Hamilton Ave any time
between Lynn Grove &
Tue., Thur. &
Tri City, $15,000. Call
weekends. Afternoons
L.G. Williams, Chief
Mon., Wed., & Fri.
Paduke Realty in
Females only.
Paducah 443-7303
COUPLE of female
graduate students will 46. Homes for Sale
share a 3 BR house near
MSU and downtown.
753-6577 or call collect
443-1071 for Kathy.
energy
story house, 4
efficient one BR duplex
on Hwy 280. Waterbedrooms, livingroorn,
furnished. Call 753-8848.
dining room, d•n,
leURNISHED Apartment
built-in kitchen, wood
one bedroom, also sleepstov•,
attached
ing room. Adults only.
garage and workshop.
Zimmerman Apts, S 16th
Barn & pond, on 3
Street..,Murray. Call 753acres, less than 15
6609.
minutes from Murray
TAKING applications
$49,300.
Call
for Section 8. Rent
1-345-2517.
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilidale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
BR home in Hardin, /
Equal Housing acres, central air &
sortunity.
heat, full basement
TWO bedroom furnished Only serious inquiries
and one bedroon un- call 437-4713.
furnished apartment. HY owner, beautiful
Lease and deposit re- Cape Cod, 4 BR, 2 bathr
quired, no pets, adults 31'x22' family room,
only. Call 753-9208 after 4 finished basement, gas
heat, TVA insulation,
ANTED: Small apt or low utilities. Beautifully
room for female near landscaped with patio,
MSU on or before mid garden & fenced yard.
March until mid Excellent location. For
appointment call 753August. 489-2525.
7522.
33. Rooms for Rent
48. Auto Services
1-173bMS near campus.
COOD reconditioned
Boys only. Call 753-5561.
batteries, guaranteed,
34. Houses for Rent
$15. Call 753-3711.
/ BR gas heat, city. S
49. Used Cars
room house, city. New 2
BR townhouse, 2 BR 1956 FORD pickup. Call
near lake, 2 BR Graves 753-1820.
County, 3 room apt. 1974 'VEGA Coupe, exColeman RE 753-9898.
cellent cond., auto, ps,
/ BR house, $200 a 63,000 miles, asking
month plus deposit. $1200 or best offer. Call
Adults 753-6156.
762-4789.
REMODELED 3 BR, all 1977 GRAND Prix, red,
electric. $250 rent, $150 loaded. Please call after
6p.m. 759-4505.
cposit. Call 753-9829.
TWO or Three bedroom 1078 BUICK Regal. Call
house, energy efficient 759-1087.
with appliances, no pets. 1979 DATSUN 310. Good
Call 759-9223 ask for Re- condition, $1800 firm.
gina. After 5 pm call 753- Call 753-8162 after 5p.m.
5455. '
1979 EL Camino, amTHREE bedroom fm, case, tilt, cruise.
house,appliances fur- Nice. $4,000. Call 753nished, heat pump and 7275.
fully energy efficient. 1979 OLDS, Toro,
Call 759.9223 ask for Re- black/red leather,
gina. After 5pm call 753- wires, 350, 69,000 miles,
5455.
new tires, beautiful car.
$6250 Call 753-8512.
37. Livestock-Suppliesn
1983 Couger Marquis,
lobo BALES of hay. canyon red. loaded. Call
$2.00 a bale. Call 435- 753-8709.
4237.
'71 MERCEDES 220-D,
GOOD hay tor sale. $4,000. Call 489-2487.
Round & square bales. 182 Z28, black & . geld.
Contact - Thomas Lamb- Excellent condition.
Jr .753-8555.
Call 753-4487.
'84 OLDS Cutlass
Broughm, 2 dr, triple
burgandy: power windows, doors, seats; tilt;
cruise; - am-fm; factory
wheels, raised letter
tires; vinyl roof, velour
split seats; 12,000 miles,.
like new. Call 753-6879
or 753-8579.
32. Apts for

Rent

rXTREVELY-

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
,.

113-

Professional
Stump Removal
Service
Call 474-2774
or 474-2741

(Crop This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

ins
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Taxi Cab Service
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re•

911

di-

TROUIRES
If it's with we
PvmPs, phi
or electric, then

all

'TY
es

53

reed
ier
ar

6 cm. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week

Pace

Phone 753-5351/753-5352

911

m y CaIIowa y
Comity Hospital

753-5131

have the answer.
Cell John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.

Calloway Comity
Rescue Squad

Answering servic
provided.

1516952

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Ahmanson sod Vinyl
Sid*, Clostom trim
Iteltronces.
Work.
Con Win Eat Bailey,

vErrr work on your
trees? Topping,

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716
•FREE ESTIMATES*
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
iiirown. Service on. gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves. dishwashers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE.: Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 22 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872. 4365848 (home).

53

Services Offered

53. Services Offered
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call Of
write Morgan Con _
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 4/2 7Q0,

., BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

1

Free Estimates
759-1983

SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models Industrial,
home and comMercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill. 753-2674.
Stella, Ky

WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
Call Roger Hudson,
753 4545 or 753 6763

-

FARM
LUMBER 4
*Boxing
*Framing
*Born Posts
*Fence Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
For T.V & antenna
BOVER'S TREE
repair on all brands
SERVICE for Proof T.V 's 26 years
fessional tree care.
Industrial Drive
experience: Com753-0338.
Murray. Ky.
petitive prices. Same
ODD job Npecialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
day service.
Phone 759-1099
plumbing. fencing. You
Call
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
57
Wanted
break, I fix. Call 436WANTED
2868.
a quiet
Christian lady as live in
AINTING753-1586
Aluminum and Vinyl
companion to elderly
paperhanging.
212 Main Street
lady Room, board fir
commercial- residing and Aluminum
Murray, Ky.
salary Call 753-3077 or
sidential. Free estrim for all houses. It
492-8225
timates. References 25
stops painting.
yrs. experience.
Jack Glover
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
HOOFING, Plumblng.
753-1873
Siding, Additions.
Painting, General Cart...NM sales at Sears
pentry. P.A. Molony Co
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
753 - 8628 . Free now. Call Sears 753-2310
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
for free estimate for
Estimates.
• your needs.
•
GENERAL HOME
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &•
REPAIR. 15 years exRAISED PANEL DOORS
perience. Carpentry,
15 Years Experience,
Birch.•.011k • Walnut • Chow,'
concrete, plumbing,
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
References, Free
roofing. siding. NO JOB
vpITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
_ •
Estimates.
.TO SMALL. Free es- • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
COMPETITIVE
PRICES Drop By S Soo Osor DIspioy
timates. Days 753-6973. •
' •
nights 474-2276.
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
.
753-5940
111
•••••*••••••••_•••• •
-•
DILL Electric is now reAluminum
winding electric motors
Service Co.
Call 753-9104.
Aluminum and vinyl
8.8
APR.
Wedding
siding. Custom trim
Financing Rate on S-10
•
Photography
•
work. References.
Pickups Through 3-31-85
ei
•
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753 8298
animmmuiligvi3
TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-0659
CARTER STUDIO •
1111WRIMINWAVIr
753-2617
• 300 MAIN ST SUITED
SHOLAR Plumbing &
• 1 North 3rd Entrance
Electric. Call 437.-4740
_

Dial-A-Service

&

-33- Services- °lived

INSULATION blown in
by Sears TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate
JOINER'S Tree Service. 30 years ex.
perienee. Also bucket
truck for hire Call
753-0366.

, Murray
Appliance

•

ROOFING!

436-2999

AIRLINE
CAREERS
Find out if you qualify for our 12
Wtek
,
training and a career in•the AirlinefTra
industry. Join over 2000 Graduates
placed With morethan 80 Airlines

PRODUCTION OPERATORS
Machining
Assembly
We have approximately twenty (20) openings in a production line start-up. The jobs
will be filled with individuals possessing a
positive attitude, the willingness to work
and the desire and ability to succeed with
a growing company. Experience in
assembly and machining in an industrial
environment a plus.

FREE 2-HOUR SEMINAR

Monday - February 18th
Holiday tnn
727 Joe Cliffton Dr.
Paducah, Ky.
7:00 P.M.
Vterinews.,scneioi t Semnizi.

The normal work schedule will consist of six
(6) hours per day, thirty (30) hours per
week; 8:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
The Cabinet for Human Resources. Dept.
for Employment Services will be accepting
applications for the above positions at Roy
Stewart Football Stadium Room 20.5 %ed.Thurs. Feb. 20-Feb. 21 from 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
EEO/MFH

,It/Wit'

( 411(

11 . INTERNATIONAL AIR ACADEMY
1 Vancouver • St Louis
Ontario
'
l

Washington

MISSOUr!

•

Caiii0frlia
-

Classified Ad Form
To have your ad inserted into the paper. Fill in the form below
and moil to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky.42071

1973 NOVA, 24,000 miles
for 1983 or 1984 Olds, gas
or diesel plus cash. Call
437-4608,
50. Used Trucks

-

"CHIM-CHIM"
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
CaN kw •r.o. Estanet•
Clualav V/ork Good Nntaa
CIONAINE V CLEANING
011MCII
•MAW, 11111,
•C•1111•111, CAP ONO Sc..,,.
OW WW1
••••••••••••• l•••••

753-3445

1966 F-100 SW13 with 301
V-8. 3 speed. Call 7536581.
1978 CJ-5. V-8, ps, $2400.
Call 753-7291.
1979 LUV pickup, extra
nice. Call 437-4171.
1980 FORD F•150 pickup
4x4, 2-tone blue. Good
condition. Call 753-5708.
1984 CHEVY van. PS.pb, air, president
series, raised roof, color
TV., loaded. 753-5976 or
after 5p.m. 436-5862.
52. Boats-Motors

7S3-0611t.

NEW pontoon -boat &
Johnson motor. recently purchased. Call
759-1087.

!TY

a

'18 Words - 1 day $3.25
3 days $4.25
6 days $6.75

27 Words - 1 day $4.88
3 days $5.88
6 days $6.88

53. Services Offered

er
ir.
Send
your
packages The easy
way..
Use Our conyient
service We accept
U1:?S packages for
shipment

how'

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Square
753-7199

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
%fibre Stew; or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-51127

Poison
Control
753-7588

0/TERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310. for free
ebtireate.
RAROLD'S Tree Service. Topping, cutting,
trimming, etc. Also.
clean-up work, shrubbery k over grown areas.
Fast, dependable' service. Insured For free
estimates call 437-4807
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial Heating
and air condition, gas
installation ,and repair.
Phone 753-7203
•••

Make Check or Money Order payable to the Ledger & Times.
Name
Address
Zip
City
State
Phone

Classified Ads may be Telephoned in during Normal Working
Hours 8 AM - 5 PM Monday Thru Friday, 8 AM - 12 Noon
Saturday. 753-1916 - 753-1917.

•
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Nola Carr, 82, dies
Mrs. Nola Carr, 82.
Rt. 2, Murray. died Sunday at 8:30 a.m. at the
West View Nursing
Home. '
Her husband, Landon
Carr. died Feb. 9, 1979.
She was retired from
the Merit Clothing Co.,
Mayfield, and was a
member of the Antioch
Church of Christ.
Born Feb. 3. 1903, in

Mrs. Roberts' rites-Sunday Mrs. Elkins, Mrs. Hale's
79, dies with funeral -held
funeral today here-Sunday

Computer research scientist
charged with murder of wife

Calloway County, she
PENSACOLA. Fla. and hotels.
Final rites for Mrs.
Pallbearers were
was the daughter of the
(AP)
- The body of the
Everage "confessed
Fran
ces
Wigg
ins Michael Wiggins, John
late Lon Tidwell and
wife of a computer to -a-relative, and the
Roberts were Sirday at Wiggins, Cal
Vallie Brown Tidwell.
Houston,
research scientist was body was found inside a
She is survived by One 3:30 p.m. in the chapel Jerry Rayburn. Porter
found
id a warehouse local mini-warehouse,"
Mrs. Pearl Elkins, 79,
The funeral for Mrs. freez
,daughter. Mrs. James of the Blalock-Coleman Chilcutt and Artelle
er
three months Meisen said.
Funer
al
Home
Rt.
2, Hazel, died Satur- Opal Tyree Hale - was
. The Tucker.
(Evon) Towery, Rt. 2,
after the man reported
Everage turned
day
at
10:39
a.m.
Burial was in the Mur
at
Sunda
Murray; two sisters, Rev. G.T. Moody ofthe
y at 2 p.m. in the her
:
missi
ng,
himse
and
lf in at the Eactunficiat
police
ed.
Mrs.
Murra
Otto
y-C
Eralloway Coun- chapel of the J.H. Churray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Melinda Moore,
say they are holding the bia County Jail Saturwin was organist.
ty
Hospit
al.
Mrs.
chill
Rober
Funeral Home.The
Memphis.% Tenn., and
ts. 74, 306
She was a member of Rev. G.T. Moody husband on a murder day evening, was arSouth 11th St.. died FriMrs. Laura •Kemp,
charge.
rested and charged on
day at 9:08 p.m. at her the Hazel Church of officiated.
Mayfield; one brother.
Ed
Evera
an
ge,
open count of
who
has
Christ
. Born Oct. 10,
home. Her first husPallbearers were Joe a
Cornelious (Preacher)
doctorate in chemical murder, according to
band Clarence Gilbert 1905, in Calloway Coun- Pat Ward, Paul Evans,
Tidwell, Rt. 1, Murray.
engineering, reported police. They said he was
Wiggins, died in 1956._ ty, she was the daughter Charles Tutt, Dan
Two surviving grandhis wife Aileen,40, miss- being held without bond
daughters are Mrs. Jim
Services for Miss She later on Feb. 15, of the late Elmer Shipley, Henry ing on
Is/ov. 18, three Sunday.
Daven
port
and Jeanetta Buchanan and Glen
Vicki) Crick, R-t. 2. Ruby Turner were 1965. married Eddie
days after he said he
Stark
s
Daven
port.
Rober
ts
who
Hodge
Murray. and Mrs. Steve Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
s.
died March
had last seen her, said
Survivors are her husBurial was in the Mur- police
(Janet) Johnson, chapel of the Max Chur- 16, 1983.
investigator Gary
She was a retired band, W.C. (Rowdy) ray City Cemetery.
Jackson, Tenn. Four chill Funeral ,Home,
Meisen. He said
Elkins
,
to whom she was
Mrs. Gracie England, surviving -great- Henry Hargis offidated. sales clerk at Murray
Mrs. Hale, 83, Rt. 8, Evera
ge; 41, told police
76, 1319 Vine St., Mur- grandchildren are An- Jerry Bolls directed the . Hoine ahd Auto Store married on June 14, Murray, died Friday at
his wife. had been
1924;
one son, Joe Pat 2:57 p.m. at the Murrayray. died Sunday at 6:30 drea Crick, Amanda song service.
And was a member of
depressed and left with
a.m. at the West View Johnson, Rebecca
Pallbearers were the First Baptist Elkins, Paris, Tenn.; Calloway County a suitca
se and several
two
grand
children, Mrs. Hospital.
Nursing Home.
Johnson and Jessica Steve Dublin Mark-Church. .
thousand dollars.
Brad
(Zana
)
Renfr
Born
o,
Her husband, Roy Johnson.
Aug.
She
1, 1910, in
is survived by one
Dublin, Keith Beane._
Everage took out
James England, died in
The funeral will be Larry Robinson. .Hal Trigg County, she was Paducah, and Miss sister, Mrs. Sylvan newspaper
ads seeking
April 1965. One Tuesday at 11 a.m. in Beane and Tim Stairs.
the daughter of the late. Kimberly Elkins, Paris. (Velma) Darnell, Rt. 8,
infor
matio
n
about her
The
funeral is today at Murray, and one niece.
daughter, Mrs. Elwan- the chapel of the
Burial was in the Col- Robert Bailey Mize and
and police said he told
da Sullivan. died in'July Blalock -Coleman dwater Church of Christ Kennie Cunningham 1 p.m. in the chapel of Mrs. Carlos (Jean)
them he had been searthe Blalock-Colemap Steele, Kevil.
1979.
Mize.
Funeral Home. John Cemetery.
ching
for her in motels
Leslie Brooke
She is surviyed by one Funeral Home. Henry
She was a member of Dale and the Rev.
Miss,Turner, 80, Fern
Hatfield
Hargi
s
and
Bob Carey
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